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Subjectivismhas becomethe dominantphilosophicalfoundationfor Bayesianinference.Yet in practice,most Bayesiananalyses
are performedwith so-called"noninformative"
priors,that is, priorsconstructedby some formalrule. We review the plethora
of techniquesfor constructingsuch priorsand discuss some of the practicaland philosophicalissues that arise when they are
of priors,
used. We give specialemphasisto Jeffreys'srules and discussthe evolutionof his viewpointaboutthe interpretation
of ignorancetowardthe notionthatthey shouldbe chosenby convention.We concludethatthe
awayfromuniquerepresentation
problemsraisedby the researchon priorschosenby formalrulesareseriousandmaynot be dismissedlightly:Whensamplesizes
are small (relativeto the numberof parametersbeing estimated),it is dangerousto put faith in any "default"solution;but when
asymptoticstake over,Jeffreys'srulesandtheirvariantsremainreasonablechoices.We also providean annotatedbibliography.
paradoxes;NoninforKEY WORDS: Bayes factors;Entropy;Haarmeasure;Improperpriors;Jeffreys'sprior;Marginalization
mativepriors;Referencepriors.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Since Bayes (1763), and especially since Fisher (1922;
see Zabell 1992),the scope andmeritof Bayesianinference
have been debated.Criticsfind arbitrarinessin the choice
of prioran overwhelmingdifficulty,whereasproponentsare
attractedto the logical consistency,simplicity,and flexibility of the Bayesianapproachandtendto view determination
of a prioras an importantbut manageabletechnicaldetail.
Thesedays,most Bayesiansrely on the subjectivistfoundation articulatedby De Finetti(1937, 1972, 1974, 1975) and
Savage (1954, 1972). This has led to suggestionsfor personal prior "elicitation"(Kadane,Dickey, Winkler,Smith,
andPeters1980;Lindley,Tversky,andBrown1979;Savage
1954), but these inherentlyproblem-specificmethodshave
not beenextensivelydevelopedandhavehadrelativelylittle
impacton statisticalpractice.Thus as increasedcomputing
powerhas widenedinterestin Bayesiantechniques,new applicationscontinueto raise the questionof how priorsare
to be chosen.
The alternativeto elicitationis to try to find structural
rules that determinepriors.From time to time, especially
duringthe 1960s and 1970s and again in the past several
years, various such schemes have been investigated,and
thereis now a substantialbody of workon this topic.Feeling the urgencyof the problemandrecognizingthe diversity
of the articleson this subject,we undertookto review the
literatureand appraisethe many methodsthat have been
proposedfor selecting priorsby formalrules. This article
is the resultof our efforts.
Because the fundamentalideas and methods originate
with Jeffreys,we begin in Section 2 with an overview of
his work.We discuss Jeffreys'sphilosophyand explainthe
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techniqueshe used to constructpriors in estimationand
testingproblems.An essentialobservationis thatJeffreys's
viewpointevolved towardseeing priorsas chosen by conof ignorance.
vention,ratherthanas uniquerepresentations
distribuprior
for
constructing
list
methods
3
we
In Section
different
tions. In reviewingthese, we observethat various
argumentslead to the priors suggested by Jeffreys or to
modifiedversionsof Jeffreys'spriors.
In Section 4 we discuss some of the philosophicaland
practicalissues thatarisewhenchoosingpriorsconventionally, by formalrules. Many of these issues are raisedonly
when the priorsderivedby formal rules are improper.In
Section 5.1, however,we arguethat improprietyper se is
not the practicallyimportantsource of difficulties.When
improperpriors lead to badly behavedposteriors,it is a
signalthatthe problemitself may be hard;in this situation
diffuse properpriors are likely to lead to similardifficulties. In section5.2 we addour opinionthatreferencepriors
are primarilyuseful with large samples but may also be
helpful when the data analystis unsurewhethera sample
is "large."In Section 5.3 we highlightsome importantoutstandingproblems.This is followed by an annotatedbibliography.
Becauseour discussionis fairlyabstract,it may be worth
keeping in mind some concreteexamples.One important
class, which is useful for this purpose,is thatof the multivariatenormaldistributionswith mean,u and variancematrix E. There are many special cases of interest.For instance, ,u and E may dependon some lower-dimensional
*I, we
parametervector 0; when ,u = 1u(0)with E =
obtain the standardnonlinearregressionmodels, and the
structureE- = (0) includes"componentsof variance,"hierarchical,and time series models.
We take for granted the fundamental difficulty in
should mean.
uniquely specifying what "noninformative"
we
that
discuss
reference
to
call
the
priors
Thus we prefer
"reference
used
the
term
Bernardo
(1979a)
priors. Because
prior"for a prior chosen by a particularformal rule (as
we describein Sec. 3.5), we have struggledwith alterna? 1996 American Statistical Association
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tive labels such as "conventionalprior,""defaultprior,"or
"genericprior."In the end,however,we havereturnedto the
terminologyof Box and Tiao (1973, pp. 22-23), who followed Jeffreys(1955), becausewe feel it is the best word
for the purpose.Our reasons should become clear in the
next section.
2.

JEFFREYS'S METHODS

Theconceptof selectinga priorby convention,as a "standardof reference"analogousto choosinga standardof reference in other scientific settings,is due to Jeffreys.Subsequentefforts to formulaterules for selecting priorsmay
often be seen as modificationsof Jeffreys'sscheme. Thus
we devotea sectionto a descriptionof his methods.We begin with some philosophicalbackground,then move on to
specificrules.Jeffreyswas carefulto distinguishestimation
and testingproblems.We reviewhis methodsfor choosing
priorsin testing problemsin Section 2.3.
2.1 Philosophy

As is true of methodsgenerally,Jeffreys'sshouldbe understoodin conjunctionwith the philosophythatgenerated
them and in turnwas definedby them.
Jeffreyshas been consideredby many to have been an
"objectivist"or "necessarist."
Certainlythere is a sense in
which this label is accurate,and it was useful for Savage
(1962a, 1962b)to distinguishJeffreys'sviewpointfrom his
own subjectivistviewpoint.But there is a subtlety in the
opinions voiced by Jeffreys, as they evolved over time,
that is fundamentaland advancesthe discussion beyond
the plateauthat Savage surveyed.As we documentlater,
Jeffreys believed in the existence of states of ignorance
andsubscribedto the "principleof insufficientreason,"neither of which play a partin subjectivisttheory.But in his
reliance on conventionhe allowed ignoranceto remaina
vague concept;that is, one that may be made definite in
manyways, ratherthanrequiringa uniquedefinition.This
provideda moreflexible,vibrantframeworkthatcouldsupport modernpractice.
Savage (1962, p. 168) labeled "necessarist"the position
that"thereis one andonly one opinionjustifiedby anybody
of evidence,so thatprobabilityis an objectivelogical relationshipbetweenan eventA andthe evidenceB."Jeffreys's
viewpointin the first edition of ScientificInference(1931,
p. 10) puts him in this category:

a parameter,or hypotheses).One test for adherenceto the
necessaristviewpointis whetherin this case a uniformdistributionis advocated,accordingto what has been called
(afterLaplace 1820; see Sec. 3.1) the "principleof insufficient reason."This principlerequiresthe distributionon
the finitelymanyeventsto be uniformunless thereis some
definitereason to considerone event more probablethan
another.The contentiouspoint is whetherit is meaningful
to speak of a "definitereason"that does not involve subjectivejudgment.
Accordingto this test, Jeffreyscontinuedto be a necessarist.He believedin the existenceof an "initial"stage of
knowledge,andthoughtit was importantto be ableto make
inferencesbasedon datacollectedat this stage. In the case
of a particularhypothesisbeing considered,he described
this stage (1961, p. 33) as one at which an investigatorhas
"noopinion"aboutwhetherthe hypothesisis true.He went
on to statethat"if thereis no reasonto believeone hypothesis rather than another, the probabilities are equal ... if we

do not take the priorprobabilitiesequal we are expressing
confidencein one ratherthan anotherbefore the data are
available ... and this must be done only from definite rea-

son."Jeffreysaddedthatthe principleof insufficientreason
is "merelya formalway of expressingignorance."
Note that a subjectivistwould agree that assigningunequalprobabilitiesto two hypotheseswouldbe "expressing
confidencein one ratherthan another."But a subjectivist
wouldnot acceptany restrictionon, nor requireany special
justificationfor, the belief. To a subjectivist,the probability
assessmentis in just this sense supposedto be "subjective."
Thus a subjectivisthas no pressingneed for a "wayof expressingignorance."
Despite Jeffreys'sbelief in an "initial"stage at which an
investigatoris ignorant,and his applicationof insufficient
reasonat this stage,we havein his laterwritingswhatmight
be regardedas Jeffreys'sattemptto sidestepthe majorobstacle in the necessaristconstruction.In the secondedition
of ScientificInference,the passagecited earlier,concerning
probabilityas a uniquelydeterminedlogical relation,is absent. Instead,Jeffreystook reasonabledegreeof belief as a
primitiveconceptand said simply (1957, p. 22) that "if we
like, thereis no harmin sayingthatprobabilityexpressesa
degreeof reasonablebelief."The choice of an initialassignmentof probabilitythenbecamea matterof convention,in
the sameway thatthe correspondencebetweena real-world
objectand a primitiveconceptin any axiom system is outside the formalsystemandmustrely on some externalrule
Logicaldemonstration
is rightor wrongas a matterof the logic itself, and for its
application.Thus Jeffreysmaintainedthat his apis not a matterfor personaljudgment.We say the sameaboutprobability.
On a given set of data p we say that a propositionq has in relationto proachdid not assume that only one prior was logically
these dataone and only one probability.If any personassignsa different correct.In explaininghis position(1955, p. 277), he wrote:

probability,he is simplywrong,andfor the samereasonsas we assignin
the case of logicaljudgments.

A similarpassage may be found in the first edition of
Theory of Probability (1939, p. 36).

It may still turnout thatthereare manyequallygood methods... if this
happensthereneedbe no greatdifficulty.Once the alternativesare stated
clearlya decisioncan be madeby internationalagreement,just as it has
been in the choice of units of measurementand manyotherstandardsof
reference.

The historicalbasisfor Savage'scategorizationis already
clear,but there is a furtherreasonfor identifyingJeifreys
as a "necessarist."This comes from consideringthe case
This section from the first edition of Theoryof Probain which there are only finitely many events (or values of bility was alteredin the second and third editions (1948,
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pp. 36-37; 1961, pp. 36-37), stating "in a different world,
the matter would be one for decision by the International
Research Council." Thus priors, like weights and measures,
are defined by convention. As long as we agree on these
conventions, the particular choice is not crucial.
It is clear from these passages that Jeffreys did not insist
on unique representations of ignorance, so that statements
such as "according to Jeffreys's conception there is only
one right distribution" (Hacking, 1965, p. 203) are inaccurate. When Savage remarked (Savage et al., 1962, p. 21)
that "it has proved impossible to give a precise definition
of the tempting expression 'know nothing'," Jeffreys responded (1963) "but who needs a definition?,"by which we
interpret him to mean that conventional rules suffice without incorporation of a formal definition into his axiomatic
framework. On the other hand, although he did not claim
that logic demanded a particular prior to represent ignorance, Jeffreys did work to find "the best" rule in each of
many cases. His principles for doing so were supposed to
provide "a guide," but in some cases he thought these would
"indicate a unique choice" (1961, p. 37). Ideally, that is, "in
a different world," there could be agreement on a single
prior for use under ignorance in each problem.
The net effect of this reexamination is to make Jeffreys's
approach seem somewhat less rigid and to recognize the
importance of convention in his scheme. We have based
our remarks on those of Kass (1982), who was responding
to Zellner (1982).

(Here and throughout we use det(.) to denote the determinant.) It is applicable as long as I(0) is defined and positive
definite. As is easily checked, this rule has the invariance
property that for any other parameterization -yfor which it
is applicable,
7r0(f)) = 7-(hX(0))

de(<0/*

that is, the priors defined by the rule on ay and 0 transform
according to the change-of-variables formula. Thus it does
not require the selection of any specific parameterization,
which could in many problems be rather arbitrary;in this
sense it is quite general. Additional discussion of the rule
is given in Section 3.1. (There are other priors that are parameterization invariant;see Hartigan 1964.)
Jeffreys noted that this rule may conflict with the rules
previously stated, which depend on the interval in which a
parameterlies. In particular,in the case of data that follow a
N(p,, C2) distribution,the previous rule gives w(bt, a) = 1/a,
whereas the general rule gives w(bt, o-) = 1/(2. The latter he
found unacceptable (Jeffreys 1961, p. 182), because when
extended to the case of k unknown means p, and common variance aJ2, the resulting degrees of freedom in the
marginal posterior t distributions of each pi, depend only on
the total number of observations, regardless of the value of
k. (Thus, for instance, for a given sample mean and pooled
variance from 30 observations, there would be no greater
uncertainty about pt, with 10 means being estimated than
with only 1 mean estimated.) He solved this problem by
2.2 Rules for Priors in Problems of Estimation
stating that ,t and o should be judged independent a priori
Jeffreys considered several scenarios in formulating his and so should be treated separately, which leads back to
rules, and treated each separately. The simplest is the case the more desirable wFu,o-) - 1/(J. When the general rule is
of a finite parameter space, in which, as we said in Sec- applied while holding oa fixed, it gives the uniform prior on
tion 2.1, he adhered to the principle of insufficient reason p,, and when it is applied while holding p, fixed, it gives the
in advocating the assignment of equal probabilities to each prior F((X) cx1/a.
of the parameter values. Jeffreys then considered the cases
Jeffreys went further and suggested this modification for
in which the parameter space was a bounded interval, the general location-scale problems. He also proposed that priinterval (-oo, oo), or the interval (0, oo). For bounded in- ors in problems involving parameters in addition to locatervals or for the whole real line, Jeffreys took the prior tion and scale pararnetersbe taken by treating the location
density to be constant. In the second case this of course parameters separately from the rest (1961, pp. 182-183).
Itk and an
entails that the prior be improper; that is, that it not in- That is, if there are location parameters 1l,...
tegrate. He did not consider this to raise any fundamental additional multidimensional parameter 0, then the prior he
difficulties. For the third case, most commonly associated recommended becomes
with an unknown standard deviation o-, he used the prior
. . .[, t,k, 0) c det(1(0) )1/2,
(2)
7(,pl
775((J) = 1/(. His chief justification for this choice was its
invariance under power transformations of the parameter: where I(0) is calculated holding
1tk fixed. When
1ul,l.
If -y = (J2 and the change-of-variables formula is applied to there are also scale parameters involved, these become part
wF1, then one obtains =r(Q) 1/a; thus applications of the
of 0, and (2) is applied.
rule to ar and a lead to the same formal prior.
Definition. We call (1) and (2) the prior determined by
In a 1946 paper, Jeffreys proposed his "general rule."
Jeifreys's
general rutle, letting the context distinguish beWriting the Fisher information matrix as 1(0). where
tween these two cases. To contrast (2) with the prior obtained by applying (1) when there are location parameters,
we refer to (1) as the prior obtained from Jeffreys's nonloE
1( )iJ
SaS
(
cationi rule. Thus what we call Jeffreys's nonlocation rule
is a rule Jeifreys recommended not be applied to families
and I is the log-likelihood, the rule is to take the prior to be having location parameters.
Though the calculations are sometimes somewhat in(1l) volved, it is straightforward to apply (2) to the class of
woa(0)oc det(I(0)9172.
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multivariate normal models mentioned in Section 1. When
either p, or E depend on a parametervector 0, the information matrix on 0 may be obtained via the chain rule from
that on (,u,Y,) in the unrestricted case.
We note that Jeffreys also suggested (1961, p. 185) that
in the case of mixtures, the mixing parameters should be
treated independently from the other parameters.
2.3 Bayes Factors
Jeffreys emphasized the distinction between problems of
estimation and problems of testing. Importantly, in testing
he did not advocate the use of the rules discussed in Section
2.2, but instead recommended a different method.
Suppose that Y = (Y1, ... , Y?,)follow a distribution in a
family parameterized by (i3,Vb)having a density p(y 13,sb),
and the hypothesis HO: ?b = V0 is to be tested against the
unrestricted alternative HA: ?b E T. Jeffreys's method is
based on what is now usually called the "Bayes factor,"

September

1996

symmetrized Kullback-Leibler number (Jeffreys 1961, pp.
275 and 277). He then used an asymptotic approximation
to obtain a simple computable form.
Kass and Wasserman (1995) have shown how Jeffreys's
method may be generalized to arbitrarilymany dimensions
by replacing Jeffreys's requirement of parameter orthogonality (i.e., that the information matrix be block diagonal
for all parametervalues) with "null-orthogonality"(i.e., that
the information matrix be block diagonal when a) = V)O).
The log of the resulting approximation has the form S + c,
where c is a constant and S is the Schwarz criterion
(Schwarz 1978),
s

lo(3o) - l(),

V'))+

I

2

(m - mo)log n,

where i0 maximizes the null-hypothetical log-likelihood
lo()3) = logp(yL1, Vbo),(), ?b) maximizes the unrestricted
log-likelihood 1(3, sb), and m - mO = dim(Qf). In addition,
Kass and Wasserman noted the disappearance of the cond13
f p(y13,Vbo)wo(/3)
Bstant c when a normal prior is used and pointed out the
f p
P(y113,V)F
)(43, V))d13dV
interpretation of such a prior is that "the amount of inforwhere Fo(/3) and ir(/3,Vb)are priors under HOand HA. The mation in the prior on Vbis equal to the amount of informaBayes factor may be interpretedas the posterior odds of HO tion about Vbcontained in one observation." They deemed
when the prior odds are 1:1. More generally, it is the ratio this a reasonable prior to use and concluded that there is
of posterior odds to prior odds, regardless of the prior odds good motivation for using the Schwarz criterion (or some
on HO. (For an extensive review of modern methodology minor modification of it) as a large-sample testing procedure. Their results generalize some given previously for the
using Bayes factors, see Kass and Raftery 1995.)
Jeffreys's proposals for priors wOand X appear in secs. special case of linear regression by Smith and Spiegelhal5.02, 5.1-5.3, and 6.2 of Theoryof Probability. Generally, he ter (1980), Spiegelhalter and Smith (1982), and Zellner and
used his estimation reference priors on the nuisance param- Siow (1980). Raftery (1995) has proposed a heuristic that is
eter 3. As he showed, and Kass and Vaidyanathan (1992) different but similar in spirit, to produce a class of proper
elaborated on, when Vband 3 are assumed orthogonal and reference priors when considering alternative generalized
a priori independent, the value of the Bayes factor is not linear models.
I. J. Good has written extensively on Bayes factors. He
very sensitive to the choice of w0. The prior on Vb,on the
followed
Jeffreys in suggesting a Cauchy prior for the paother hand, remains important.
of
rameter
interest, in that case the log of the concentraWhen Vbwas a probability, as in a binomial problem, Jeffor a Dirichlet distribution (Good 1967). He
tion
parameter
freys (1961, sec. 5.1) used a flat prior on (0, 1). For the
suggested
subjectively
determining the choice of Cauchy
normal location problem, in which 3 is the normal standard
location
scale
but in his tabulations (Good
and
parameters,
deviation and the null hypothesis on the mean Vbbecomes
used
the
standard
1967,
p.
414)
Cauchy as a reference prior.
Ho: Vb= 0, Jeffreys (1961, sec. 5.2) took the prior on Vbto be
In
most
assumed
that the initial probabilicases,
Jeffreys
Cauchy. He argued that as a limiting case, the Bayes factor
were
which is a reference
ties
of
the
two
hypotheses
equal,
should become zero if the observed standarddeviation were
choice
"insufficient
reason"
determined
by
(see Sec. 2.1).
zero, because this would say that the location parameterwas
Pericchi
Alternatives
have
been
following
proposed.
(1984),
in fact equal to the observed value of the observations. This
Bernardo
discussed
on
earlier
work
maximizing
by
(1980),
requires that the moments of the prior do not exist, and he
said the simplest distributional form satisfying this condi- expected information gain as a method of selecting between
tion is the Cauchy. Furthermore,he liked this form because competing linear regression models. Here both parameters
he felt it offered a reasonable representation of "systematic appearing within the models and the probabilities assigned
errors" in observations (as opposed to "random errors");a to them are considered quantities about which an experinonzero location parameter would be treated as if arising ment provides information. The design matrices introduce
from one among many such, corresponding to one series an interesting complication to the problem, generally leadof observations among many series made under differing ing to unequal probabilities.
conditions.
3. METHODS FOR CONSTRUCTING
Jeffreys treated the general case, in which 3 and Vbare
REFERENCE PRIORS
one-dimensional but the distribution for the data is arbiIn this section we describe most of the many methods
trary, by assuming that the parameters are orthogonal and
then drawing an analogy with the normal location prob- that have been proposed for constructing reference priors.
lem, taking the prior on ?b to be Cauchy in terms of the Whenever possible, we avoid technical details and present
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the argumentsin their simplest forms. As our summary
shows,variousalternativeargumentslead backto Jeffreys's
prioror some modificationof it. Sometimesthe parameter
0 canbe writtenin the form0 = (w,A), wherew is a parameter of interestand A is a nuisanceparameter.In this case
referencepriorsthat are consideredsatisfactoryfor making inferencesabout0 may not be satisfactoryfor making
inferencesaboutw. Recentresearchon referencepriorsinspiredby this latterobservationis highlightedin Sections
3.5 and 3.7 and at the end of Section 3.2.
3.1 Laplace and the Principle of Insufficient Reason

If the parameterspace is finite, then Laplace'srule, or
the principleof insufficientreason,is to use a uniformprior
that assigns equal probabilityto each point in the parameter space. Use of uniformprobabilitieson finite sets dates
back to the origins of probabilityin gamblingproblems.
The terminologycomes from referencesby Laplace to a
lack of sufficientreason for assumingnonuniformprobabilities (e.g., Laplace,1820).HowsonandUrbach(1989, p.
40) attributedits statementas a "principle"to von Kries
(1886).
This ruleis appealingbutis subjectto a partitioningparadox: It is inconsistentto apply the rule to all coarsenings
andrefiningsof the parameterspacesimultaneously.Shafer
(1976, pp. 23-24) gave a simpleexample.Let EG= {01, 02},
where 01 denotesthe event that thereis life in orbit about
the star Sirius and 02 denotes the event that there is not.
Laplace'srule gives P({0i}) = P({02}) = 1/2. But now
let Q = {wl1, w2, w3}, wherew1 denotesthe event thatthere
is life aroundSirius, w2 denotes the event that there are
planetsbut no life, and w3 denotesthe event that thereare
no planets.Then Laplace'srule gives P({wl}) - P({w2})
= P({w3})
= 1/3. The paradoxis that the probabilityof
life is P({01}) = 1/2 if we adoptthe firstformulation,but
is P({wi }) = 1/3 if we adoptthe secondformulation.
In practice,the partitioningparadoxis not such a serious
problem.One uses scientificjudgmentto choose a particular level of refinementthatis meaningfulfor the problemat
hand.The fact that the space could in principlebe refined
furtheris not usuallyof greatpracticalconcern.Indeed,accordingto Stigler (1986, p. 103), Laplaceassumedthatthe
problemat handhad alreadybeen specifiedin such a way
that the outcomes were equallylikely. One could also argue thatin a decisionproblem,the structureof the problem
determinesthe level of partitionthat is relevant(Chernoff
1954).

A naturalgeneralizationis to apply the principleof insufficientreason when the parameterspace is continuous,
and therebyobtaina flat prior,that is, a priorthat is equal
to a positive constant.A problemwith this rule is that it
is not parameterization
invariant.For example,if 0 is given
a uniformdistribution,then 0 = eo will not have a uniform distribution.Conversely,if we start with a uniform
distributionfor 0, then 0 = logq$will not have a uniform
distribution.To avoid a paradox,we need a way to determine a privilegedparameterization.

1347

Perhapsthe oldest andmost famousapplicationof a uniform prior on an infinite set is that of Bayes (1763) who
used a uniformpriorfor estimatingthe parameterof a binomialdistribution.Stigler(1982) arguedthatBayes' paper
has largely been misunderstood.Accordingto Stigler,the
thrustof Bayes' argumentwas thatXn, the numberof successes in n trials,shouldbe uniformfor everyn > 1, which
entails0 havinga uniformprior.This argumentis supposed
to be more compellingbecause it is based on observable
quantities,althoughthe uniformdistributionon Xn is still
subjectto refiningparadoxes.
The partitioningparadoxon finitesets andthe lack of parameterizationinvarianceare closely related.In both cases
we have two spaces, EGand Q, and a mapping,g: Q -+ E.
We then have the choice of adoptinga uniformprioron EG
or adoptinga uniformpriorILon Q, which then inducesa
priorX on EG,whereX is definedby ir(A) = IL(g- (A)). In
general,X will not be uniform.In the continuouscase, the
mappingg correspondsto some reparameterization.
In the
finitecase, Q is a refinementof EG,
andg relatesthe original
space EGto its refinement.In the "life on Sirius"example,
g is definedby g(wl) = 01,9(w2) = 02, and g(w3) = 02- In
essence,the partitioningparadoxis the finite-setversionof
the lack of parameterization
invariance.
3.2

Invariance

Invariancetheoryhas playeda majorrole in the historyof
referencepriors.Indeed,Laplace'sprincipleof insufficient
reasonis an applicationof an invarianceargument.In this
section we review the key aspects of this approachto the
selectionof priors.Good descriptionsof the role of invariance have been given by Dawid (1983), Hartigan(1964),
and Jaynes(1968).
The simplestexampleof invarianceinvolvesthe permutation groupon a finite set. It is clear that the uniformprobability distributionis the only distributionthat is invariant underpermutationsof a finite set. Whenthe parameter
space is infinite,the invarianceargumentsare more complicated.We begin with the normallocation model. Suppose that a statistician,S1, recordsa quantityX thathas a
N(0, 1) distribution and has a prior in (0). A second statis-

tician, S2, recordsthe quantityY = X + a, with a being
a fixed constant.Then Y has a N(0, 1) distribution,where
X = 0 + a, and let this statistician'sprior be 1F2(q). Because both statisticiansare dealing with the same formal
model-a normal location model-their reference priors
should be the same. Thus we requirethat in = ir2. On
the otherhand,because0 = 0 + a, -Fnand in2 can be related
formula.The relationships
by the usualchange-of-variables
between n1 andin2 shouldhold for everya, andthis implies
that they must both be uniformdistributions.
This normallocationmodelmay be reexpressedin terms
of groupinvariance.Eachrealnumbera determinesa transformationha:R --I R definedby ha(X) = x + a. The set of
all such transformationsH = {ha; a E I1} forms a group
if we define hahb = ha+b.We say that the model is invariant under the action of the group, becauseX -'N(0, 1)
and Y = ha(X) implies that Y
N(ha(0), 1). The uni-
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form priorp, is the uniqueprior (uniqueup to an additive
Villegas(1981)madethe followingargumentfor the right
constant)that is invariantunder the action of the group; Haarmeasurein the case in which G is transitiveand acts
that is, IL(phaA)= /1(A) for every A and every a, where freely. Let A be a measureon the group G. Choose a refC
erence point a E EG.This defines a mapping $a: G
haA = {ha(0): 06 A}.
-*

Now suppose that X - N(0,u2). Let H = {ha,b;a
E RI,b E R+}, where ha,b: R --I R is definedby ha,b(X)

by

q5ag

= ga, which induces a measure lFa

=

Aq$-' on EG.

In otherwords,we can relatethe elementsof the groupto
a + bx. Again, H is a group. Define anothergroup G the elementsof the parameterspace;a prioron the group
= {ga,b; a E R, b E R+}, where ga,b: R x R+ - R x R+ is induces a prior on the parameterspace. If we insist that
definedby ga,b(0, C) = (a + bO,bo-). Note that the groupG the measurelFa not dependon the choice of referencepoint
is formallyidenticalto the parameterspace for this prob- a, then X must be the right Haarmeasure.The argument
lem. Thus every pair (0, u) E R x R+ identifies both generalizesto the case in which the sample space X may
an element of the normal family and a transformation be identifiedwith the productG x X/G, and Chang and
in G. Now, as before, the model is invariantunder the Eaves (1990, prop. 4) showed that differentpossible such
prior.
action of the group in the sense that if X - N(0, u2) decompositionslead to the same right-invariant
Another
argument
in
favor
of
Haar
right
priors
comes
and Y = ha,b(X), then Y
N(,u, A2), where (L, A) from the demonstrationby Stone (1965, 1970) that a nec= ga,b(0, u). The prior P that is invariant to left multi- essary
and sufficientconditionfor an invariantposteriorto
plication, that is, P(ga,bA) = P(A) for all A and all (a, b)
be obtainedas a limit, in probability,of posteriorsbased
E R x ~R+ has density r(Cu,
a) CxI/oJ2.This is the same on properpriorsis (underthe assumptionthat the groupis
priorthat we would get by using (1), but, as we discussed amenable)that the priorbe right Haarmeasure.(See Sec.
in Section 2, Jeffreyspreferredthe prior Q with density 4.2.1 for more discussionon probabilitylimits of proper
a) CxI/(J. It turns out that Q is invariantto right priors.)Also, we note that posteriorsbased on right Haar
q(pu,
multiplication, meaning that Q(Aga,b) = Q(A) for all A measurearise formallyin a type of conditionalinference
and all (a, b) E R x R+, where Aga,b ={g90,ga,b; (0, a-) calledstructuralinference,developedby Fraser(1968).FurE A}. The priorsP andQare called left Haar measureand thermore,the right Haarmeasuregives the best invariant
right Haar measure.
decisionrule in invariantdecisionproblems(Berger1985,
The precedingargumentscan be appliedto moregeneral Sec. 6.6.2). Relatedto this is a resultprovedby Changand
group-transformation
modelsin whichthe parameterspace Villegas (1986) thatrepeated-sampling
coverageprobabiliis identifiedwith the groupG. In the previouscase we had ties andposteriorprobabilitiesagreewhen the prioron the
two groups:one actingon the samplespace and one acting groupis rightHaarmeasure(see Sec. 3.7).
These invarianceargumentsmay be replacedby weaker
on the parameterspace. In many cases, it is convenientto
thinkof these as the samegroupthathappensto act differ- relative invariance arguments that require proportionality
ently on the samplespace and on the parameterspace.For ratherthanequalityfor statementsof invariance.In particuexample,in the normalcase we have ga,b(X) = a + bx on lar, if we want -F(AIX = x) = (g-1 (A) 1g-I(X) = g-l (x))
g, then
the sample space but ga,b(f(,a-) = (a + bO,ba) on the para- say, when 0) and 0' arerelatedby a transformation
meterspace.AssumefirstthatG is transitive(i.e., for every we need only that ir'(A) oc 7r(g-1(A)). The class of rela01, 02 E 0), there exists g E G such that 02 = g0j) and acts tively invariantpriorsis much largerthan the class of infreely (i.e., gO = 0 for some 0 E E)only if g is the identity) variantpriors(see Hartigan1964).
Sometimesthe groupaction is not of interestitself, but
on both 0) and the samplespace,with X Po if and only
if gX Pgo. In this case the left and rightHaarmeasures insteadgroupelementscorrespondto nuisanceparameters;
(w,g), where g
on G providedistributionson E)that are again unique(up that is, the full parametervector is 0
w
and
is
the
of
G
interest.
E
that w
parameter
Assuming
to a multiplicativeconstant).Somewhatmore complicated
is
an
index
for
the
orbits
of
the
group
the
orbit
of x
(i.e.,
cases occur when the groupactionon the samplespace is
is {gx; g E G}), ChangandEaves (1990) recommendedthe
either nontransitiveor nonfree.Here the sample space X
priorir(w)ir(gjw),where ir(glw)is rightHaarmeasureand
may be identifiedwith the productG x X/G, where X/G
is the "coset space"(see, for instance,Changand Villegas
7r(w)=- limN/d~et(-U,(w))/~n.
1986).In all of these situations,if the groupis noncompact
andnoncommutative,
thenthe left andrightHaarmeasures Here, In (w) is the informationmatrix for
Yn, the maxbe
may distinct.(See Nachbin1965for detailson Haarmea- imal invariantof the G action. This is similar to the
sures.)Therearevariousargumentsin favorof one overthe Berger-Bernardoapproach(Sec. 3.5), except that Berger
other.If we carryout the argumentgivenearlierfor the nor- andBernardowoulduse the nonlocationJeffreysprior(and
mal locationmodel more generally,then we are led to left hence left Haar measure)for ir(glw). Datta and Ghosh
Haarmeasure.Furthermore,
Jeffreys'snonlocationprior(1) (1995d) gave a careful descriptionof the relationshipbeis the left Haarmeasure(see, e.g., Dawid 1983). This also tween the Chang-Eaves prior and the Berger-Bernardo
follows fromits derivationas a volumeelementdetermined prior.They also gave a thoroughaccount of the properby a Riemannianmetric (see, e.g., Kass 1989). Generally, ties of these priors.A recent discussionof the invariance
however,right Haar measureis preferredin practice.We propertiesof severalotherpriorswas providedby Dattaand
now review some argumentsthat lead to this choice.
Ghosh(1994).
=
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3.3 Data-Translated Likelihoods

Box and Tiao (1973, sec. 1.3) introducedthe notion of
"data-translated
likelihood"to motivatethe use of uniform
priors.Let y be a vector of observationsand let Ly(.) be
a likelihoodfunctionon a real one-dimensionalparameter
space(. Accordingto Box andTiao (1973, Eq. 1.3.13),the
likelihoodfunctionis data-translated
if it may be writtenin
the form
LY(q) = f {b-t(y)}

(4)
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to be data translatedonly for each fixed value of an ancillary statistic.When this is done, the definitionextends
to general transformationmodels. Kass then showed that
in one dimension,likelihoodsbecome approximatelydata
translatedto orderQ(n-1), which is strongerthan the order O(n-1/2)
impliedby the datatranslatednessof the limiting normaldistributions.A somewhatweak extensionof
the result was given for the multidimensionalcase: Likelihoods may be consideredapproximatelydata translated
along information-metric
geodesics in any given direction,
but it generallyis not possibleto find a parameterization
in
which they become jointly approximatelydata translated.
(This is related to the inability to directly extend work
of Welch and Peers 1963, as discussedin Stein 1985; see
Sec. 3.7.)

for some real-valuedfunctionsf(.) and t(.), with the definition of f (.) not dependingon y. When (4) is satisfied,
Box and Tiao recommendedusing the uniformprioron (,
becausetwo differentsamplesy and y* will then produce
posteriorsthat differonly with respectto location.Thatis,
the uniformpriorproducesposteriordensitieswiththe same 3.4 Maximum Entropy
shape for differentsamples. This feature of the uniform
0 {01, . , 0n4 is finite and ir is a probabilitymass
If E)
prioris, for Box andTiao,whatmakesit "noninformative."function on E), then the entropyof wr,which is meant to
Box andTiao (1973) thenintroduced"approximate
data- capturethe amountof uncertaintyimpliedby wr,is defined
translatedlikelihood"to motivateJeffreys'sgeneral rule. by E(ir) =- E ir(i)log ir(i). Entropyis a fundamentalconFor a likelihoodto be approximatelydata translated,Box cept in statisticalthermodynamicsand informationtheory
andTiaorequiredit to be "nearlyindependentof the datay (Ash 1965; Shannon1948; Wiener 1948). The functional
except for its location."Operationally,
they discussedsam- E(7r)can be justifiedas a measureof uncertaintyby appealples of size n consisting of (iid) observationsand began ing to threeaxioms (Shannon1948). Priorswith largerenwith the normalapproximation
to the likelihood
tropyareregardedas beingless informative,andthe method
of maximumentropyis to select the priorthat maximizes
(5) &(ir).If no furtherconstraintsare imposed on the
Ly(0) _n (0; 0,&Jy),
probthen
lem,
the
prior
with
maximum
is
entropy
the
uniform
where n(x; ,u,u2) is the normaldensity with argumentx,
prior.Supposenow that partialinformationis availablein
mean p, and variance au2,and -2 - {ni(O)}-1, the inthe form of specifiedexpectationsfor a set of randomvariverse of the expected Fisher informationevaluatedat the
i
ables, {E(X1)
,E(Xr) = mr}. Maximumentropy
ml,...
maximumlikelihood estimate 0. They then took q to be
prescribeschoosing the priorthat maximizesentropysuba variance-stabilizing
that is, I(Q) = c-1
parameterization;
ject to the given moment constraints.The solution is the
for some constantc, so that
prior

Ly()

-_n(Q; b,c/n).

(6)

The normalapproximatelikelihoodof (6) has the form (4),
so thatthe likelihooditself is, in a sense thatBox andTiao
did not makeexplicit,approximatelydatatranslated.Based
on the analogy with (4), they recommendedusing a prior
that is uniformon q and noted that this prior is the one
determinedby Jeffreys'sgeneralrule.
To see more clearly what Box and Tiao's approachentails, notice thatfrom (4) the likelihoodfunctionsbasedon
alternativedatay and y* are translatedimages of one anotherin the sense that
Ly(q)

-

Ly*(Q*)

(7)

for * = + {t(y*) - t(y)}. Clearly,if (7) holds, then the
translationgroup may be definedon ( and on the image
of t(.), so thatthe likelihoodfunctionis invariantunderits
action.Kass (1990) noted that, once seen from this grouptheoreticperspective,the definitionis revealedto be very
restrictive.(If bI is the whole realline andthe supportof the
distributionis independentof +b,then only the normaland
gammafamilies yield exactly data-translated
likelihoods.)
The conceptis easily modifiedby requiringthe likelihood

ir(0i) ocexp {

Aj Xj (0i)}

Jaynes(1957, 1968, 1980, 1982, 1983)has been the main
developer of entropy-basedmethods. The maximumentropymethodhasbeenusedvery successfullyin manyproblems including,for example, spectralanalysis and image
processing. Furthermore,Jaynes has used entropy-based
methodsfor constructingmodelsas well as priors.(A recent
review of entropybased methodsmay be found in Zellner
1991; see also Press 1995, Zellner 1995, and Zellner and
Min 1993.) There are, however,some problemswith the
theory.Seidenfeld(1987) gave an excellentreview andcritiqueof maximumentropy.Herewe reviewthe mainpoints
discussedin Seidenfeld'spaper.
First, there is a conflict between the maximumentropy
paradigmand Bayesianupdating.Considera six-sideddie
andsupposethatwe havethe informationthatE(X) = 3.5,
where X is the numberof dots on the uppermostface of
the die. Following Seidenfeld,it is convenientto list the
constraintset: 0 = {E(X) =3.5}. The probabilitythat
maximizesthe entropysubjectto this constraintis Po with
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values (1/6, 1/6, 1/6, 1/6, 1/6, 1/6). Let A be the event a series of papers,mostly by Berger and Bernardo,refinthatthe die comes up odd, and supposewe learnthatA has ing the method and applyingit to variousproblems.For
occurred.There are two ways to includethis information. this reason,we referto this methodas the Berger-Bernardo
We can conditionPo to obtain Po(. A), which has values method.
(1/3, 0, 1/3, 0, 1/3, 0), or we can regardthe occurrence When there are no nuisanceparametersand certainregof A as anotherconstraint;that is, E(IA) = 1, where IA ularityconditionsare satisfied,Bernardo'sprior turnsout
is the indicatorfunction for the event A. The probabil- to be (1). When there is a partitioningof the parameter
ity Q maximizesthe entropysubjectto the constraintset into "parametersof interest"and "nuisanceparameters,"
C1 ={E(X) = 3.5, E(IA) = 1} has values (.22, 0, .32, 0, this methodwill often producepriorsthatare distinctfrom
.47, 0), which conflictwith Po(. A). One might conjecture (1). We firstdiscussthe notionof missinginformation,then
that it is possible to refine the space underconsideration discuss the stepwiseprocedure.
so that a constraintexpressedas an expectationon a ran3.5.1 Missing Information. Let X
(XI, .... XI)
dom variablemay be reexpressedas an event.In this larger
be n iid random variables and let Kn(7r(OIxvn),ir(O))
space,perhapsthe conflictwill disappear.But Friedmanand
be the Kullback-Leiblerdistance between the posteShimony(1971) and Shimony(1973) have shownthatgenrior density and the prior density, Kn(ir(OIxn), ir(O))
erallythereis no suchpossibleextensionexceptin a trivial
f ir(O xn)1og(7r(Oxn)/7r(O))dO. Loosely, this is the
sense. They showed that an extendedspace for which the
in informationprovidedby the experiment.Let K1n
gain
constraintis representedas an event and for which condi=
E(Kn(7r(O
xIn), 7r(O)))be the expectedgain in informationalizationis consistentwith maximumentropymust be
the expectationis with respectto the marginal
where
tion,
such that the constraintis given prior probability1. Seidensitym(xn) f p(xn O)ir(O)dO.Bernardo's(1979a)idea
denfeld showed that the Friedman-Shimonyresult applies
for large n as a measureof the misswas to think of K"nr
not only to entropy,but also to minimumKullback-Leibler
in the experiment,an idea that has its
information
ing
shifts from any given base measure;maximumentropyis
roots in work of Good (1960, 1966) and Lindley (1956).
obtainedby takingthe base measureto be uniform.
Bernardo(1979a) suggested finding the prior that maxiThe secondproblemis thatmaximumentropyis subject
mizes Ky - 1imn,zK1n and called the result "the"referto the same partitioningparadoxthat afflictsthe principle
ence prior.Becausethe term"referenceprior"had already
of insufficientreason.Consideragainthe die example.Afused by Box and Tiao (1973) following Jeffreys,we
been
ter rolling a die, we typicallycan see two or three visible
to use it in its more generalsense and stick to the
prefer
surfaces.That is, in additionto the uppermostside of the
prior.Hartigan(1983, sec. 5.2) used
Berger-Bernardo
term
die, we can see one or two side faces dependingon the orimaximal learning prior The reason for not perthe
term
entationof the die. Thuswe can recordnotjust the valueof
formingthe foregoingoptimizationfor finite n is that the
the upperface, but also whetherthe sum of all visible spots
priorsturnout to havefinitesupport(Berger,Bernardo,and
on side faces of the die is less than, equal to, or greater
Mendoza1989).
than the value showing. There are 14 such possible outNow a technicalproblemarises-namely, thatK"' is usucomes. For example,the outcome(3, equal)meansthe top
ally infinite. (In fact, the infinitiescan occur for finite n;
face shows 3 and the sum of visible side faces equals 3.
see Hartigan1979.) To circumventthis problem,Bernardo
The original sample space can now be viewed as a partiHe then found the
found the prior1rnthat maximizesK"nr.
tion of this largersamplespace.Maximumentropyleads to
of
posteriorsand fisequence
limit of the corresponding
a probabilityQ that assigns probability1/14 to each out(he used the term
prior
nally definedthe Berger-Bernardo
come. The marginalof Q for the six originaloutcomesis
the limiting
produces
"referenceprior")as the prior that
not P0. The problemis, then, which probabilitywe should
posteriorvia Bayes theorem.Withsufficientregularity,this
use, Q or Po.
out to be (1) for continuousparameterspaces
Entropymethodscan be extendedto the continuouscase prior turns
and the uniformpriorfor finiteparameterspaces.
by measuringentropyrelativeto a base density,M.Thusthe
Another way around the infinities is simply to stanentropyof a density ir with respectto ,l is - f ir log ir d,u.
Using asymptotic normality,we have K1n
Unfortunately,having to choose a base measureis almost dardize Kn.
+ f ir(O)1og(/det(1)/r(O))dO+ o(1)
as hard as choosing a prior so that this solution is rather = (d/2)1og(n/2ire)
-- oc, where d is the dimensionof 0 (see Clarke
as
n
circular.Indeed,in the finite case a uniformmeasurehas
and lbrigamovand H'asminsky 1973).
implicitly been chosen as a base measure.Jaynes (1968) and Barron 1990
expected distance Knr = Knr
standardized
Define
the
suggestedusing base measuresbased on invarianceargu-(d/2)1og(n/2ire) and the standardized missing informaments.
tion by K' = limn,oK{n=r fir(O)log( det(I)/r(O)) dO.
missinginformation
It is easy to show thatthe standardized
3.5 The Berger-Bernardo Method
is maximizedby (1). (Moreprecisely,it is maximizedby (1)
Bernardo(1979a) suggested a methodfor constructing if the space is truncatedto an appropriatecompactset.)
When the data are not iid, there is some questionabout
priors that involvedtwo innovations.The first was to define a notion of missing information,and the second was how to do the asymptotics.An exampleis the AR(1) propXt_i + et and e? N(O, 1). This exto developa stepwiseprocedurefor handlingnuisancepa- cess where Xt
rameters.Since Bernardo'soriginalpaper,there has been amplehas generatedmuch debateamongeconometricians.
-
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Phillips(1991) arguedin favor of the Jeffreys'sprior.His
article was followed by a series of papers in which several authorsdiscussed the merits of various approaches.
A recent discussionof this examplewas given by Berger
and Yang (1994a). There are two ways to do the asymptotics. One can considern vectorsX1,.. , x , whereeach
XT = (X1,... ., XT) is a single run of T observationsfrom
the process. Maximizingmissing informationand letting
n go to infinity gives the prior determinedby Jeffreys's
generalrule. This prior dependson T and so has strong
sample-spacedependence.Also, Jeifreys'sprior seems to
put too much weight in the region of the parameterspace
that correspondsto nonstationarity.
If asymptoticmissing
information is maximized instead for T

-?

oo, then the

- p2}1 when the parameter
prior is either 7r(p)oc {
space is restrictedto p E {-1, 1} or is discrete,with mass
at the endpointsif the parameterspaceis [a,b]with a < -1
or b > 1. Berger and Yang also consideredan alternative
prior,which they called the symmetrizedreferenceprior.
This is definedby
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n pairs of observations:Xij - N(/-,iIa2), i
1 ... ,n j
= 1, 2. The nonlocationJeffreysprioris rr(,u1, n,,n, c) oC
,-(n+l).
Then E(u2 x)
s2/(2n - 2), where S2
and xi = (xil + xi2)/2. Now
= = ZJ-1(x%j-xi)2
E(U21x) =

s2/(2n -2)

is inconsistent, because s2/n

converges to .2. By treating ca as the parameterof interest, the Berger-Bernardomethod leads to the prior
1r (/t 1 . . . I p
An, ()

Cxo-1

in accordance with Jeffreys's gen-

eral rule (2); this gives a posteriormean of s2/(n - 2),
which is consistent.Thereare otherBayesianways to handle this problem.For instance,one might introducea hierarchicalmodelby puttinga distributionon the pii'sandthen
applyJeffreys'sgeneralrule to the hyperparameters,
based
on the marginaldistributionof the data.But this is an examplein whichthe Berger-Bernardomethodyields a prior
that seems reasonablewhen judged by the long-runsampling behaviorof the posterior(see Berger and Bernardo
1992b).A detaileddiscussionof a large class of priorsfor
this problem(includingminimaxitypropertiesand coverage matchingproperties)was given by Datta and Ghosh
(1995c).

{

{2Vr 1-p2}1

if

IPI< 1,

{27rrpjp2-11}-1

if

pI > 1.

For p E [-1,1] this is the Berger-Bernardoprior, and
the prior outside this range is obtainedby the mapping
p -* l/p. BergerandYang(1994a)comparedthe sampling
propertiesof the pointandintervalestimatesbasedon these
priorsand found that the symmetrizedreferencepriorperformedbetterin meansquarederrorandreasonablywell in
termsof coverage(see Section3.7). More importantly,this
is an interestingexampleshowingthatthe priorcan depend
on how the asymptoticsare carriedout.
3.5.2

Nuisance Parameters. Suppose that 0 = (W,A),

where w is the parameterof interestand A is a nuisance
parameter.In this case Bernardosuggestedmodifyinghis
procedure.Ignoringsometechnicalproblems,the methodis
as follows. First, define ir(Alw) to be the Berger-Bernardo
prior for A with w fixed. Next, find the marginalmodel
p(xlw) = fp(xlw, A)7r(Alw)dA. (The technical problem is

that the integral may diverge,necessitatingrestrictionto
a compact set or a sequenceof compactsets.) Now take
ir(w)to be the Berger-Bernardo
priorbasedon the marginal
modelp(xIw).The recommendedprioris then ir(w)r(AIw).
Assuming some regularityconditions,it can be shown
that the Berger-Bernardoprioris

The Berger-Bernardomethod has now been appliedto
many examples,includingexponentialregression(Ye and
Berger 1991), multinomialmodels (Berger and Bernardo
1992a), AR(1) models (Bergerand Yang 1994a), and the
productof normalmeans problem (Bergerand Bernardo
1989;Sun andYe 1994a, 1995),to namejust a few. Wolfinger and Kass (1996), use the Berger-Bernardoprior for
variancecomponents,whichbecomesthe priorof Jeffreys's
generalrule appliedto the REMLlikelihoodfunction.
In the foregoingdiscussion,we have lumpedthe parameters into two groups:parameterof interestand nuisance
parameters.BergerandBernardo(1991, 1992a, 1992b)and
Ye andBerger(1991)haveextendedthe methodto dealwith
parametersthat have been lumpedinto any numberof orderedgroups.The orderingis supposedto reflectthe degree
of importanceof the differentgroups.Generally,different
orderingsproducedifferentpriors.
3.5.3 RelatedWork. GhoshandMukerjee(1992a)and
Clarkeand Wasserman(1993, 1995) proposedotherpriors
basedon Bernardo'smissinginformationidea. Specifically,
they workeddirectlywith kg0(w), the standardized
missing
informationfor w;thatis, the asymptoticexpectedKullback
distancebetweenthe marginalprior7r(w)and the marginal
posteriorir(WlXn)minusa standardizingconstant,
Kjo(w) =]r((w,A)log

rr(w, A) o( jw (A)exp {Jjw

W(P

dwdA,

(A)log S(w, A) dA}

wherej (A) is the nonlocationJeffreyspriorfor A when w
is fixed (not to be confusedwith j(Alw), the conditionalof
the nonlocationJeffreysprior)and S = V/I2jj.
Here I
is the Fisher informationmatrixand 122 is the portionof
the I correspondingto the nuisanceparameters.
As an example, we consider the Neyman-Scott (1948)
problemdiscussedby Bergerand Bernardo(1992b),Datta
and Ghosh(199Sc),and Ghosh(1994). The dataconsist of

where S {=LHI 22K-1}1/2,I is the Fisherinformationmatrix and I22 is the part of the Fisher informationmatrix
correspondingto A. Ghosh and Mukerjee(1992a) showed
thatmaximizingKr (w) subjectto the conditionthatir(AIw)
prior.Thusthe Bergerj,(A) gives the Berger-Bernardo
Bernardoprior maximizesthe missing informationfor w
subjectto the conditionthat given w, the missinginformation for A is maximized.But it seemsreasonableto examine
priorsthat maximizekg0(w).
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Ghosh and Mukerjee conjectured, and Clarke and
Wassermanshowed,thatpriorsthatmaximizeKgl (w) typically are degenerate.Clarke and Wassermanproposed
a trade-off prior 7re,that maximizes K7 (w) - caK(j,ir),
wherethe lattertermis a penaltytermmeasuringdistance
from a prior j, where j is usually taken to be the Jeffreys prior or the nonlocationJeffreysprior.(Recall that
K(j, ir) = f jlog(j/ir).) The interpretationis that we are
tryingto makethe distancebetweenthe priorfor w andthe
posteriorfor w far apart,but we add a penaltytermto ensure that the priordoes not departtoo far from j. Without
the penaltyterm,degeneratepriorscanresult.Generally,7re,
cannotbe writtenin closedform,butClarkeandWasserman
(1993)gave an algorithmfor computingit. GhoshandMukerjee suggestedshrinkingthe conditionalpriorir(Alw)towarda uniformprior.Later,ClarkeandWasserman(1995)
proposedmaximizingKj (w) - caK(7r,j),thus switching
K(j,ir) to K(r,j). The solution is 7r,a xhH-'/(a+),
f
where h = Slbj(w,A),H
and, as before, S
fhdA,
11/1122 . This reduces to j when ae -> oo; if S is a

erate "uniform"measureson manifolds,in the sense that
equal mass is assigned to regions having equal volumes,
and this uniformityseems to be what is appealingabout
Lebesgue measure.Because Fisher informationis central
in asymptotictheory,it seems a naturalchoice for defining
a metric to generatea distributionthat would serve as a
pragmaticsubstitutefor a morepreciserepresentationof a
prioriknowledge.
It is also possible to use this geometricalderivationto
generatealternativepriorsby beginningwith some discrepancymeasureotherthanthe Kullback-Leiblernumber,and
defininga Riemannianmetricandthena naturalvolumeelement. Specificationof this idea was given by Georgeand
McCulloch(1993) and Kass (1981). It was also mentioned
by Good (1969).
3.7 Coverage Matching Methods

One way to try to characterize"noninformative"
priors
is throughthe notionthatthey oughtto "let the dataspeak
for themselves."A lingeringfeeling among many statisticiansis thatfrequentistpropertiesmay play a role in giving
meaningto this appealingphrase.From this viewpoint,it
may be considereddesirableto have posteriorprobabilities
agreewith samplingprobabilities.Indeed,some statisticians
arguethat frequencycalculationsare an importantpart of
appliedBayesianstatistics(see Rubin 1984, for example).
To be specific, supposethat 0 is a scalarparameterand

functionof w only, then it reducesto the Berger-Bernardo
priorwhen a = 0. More generally,7re,convergesto a degeneratedistributionwhen ae %0 but, strangely,may still
agreewith the Berger-Bernardo
priorwhen a = -1.
The Berger-Bernardoprogram involves maximizing
missing information for A given w, then forming the
marginalmodel and maximizingmissing informationfor
w. If w is the parameterof interest,thenperhapswe should
1(x) and u(x) satisfy Pr(l(x) < 0 < u(x) x) = 1 - at, so
maximizemissing informationfor w given A. This would that
Ax = [1(x),u(x)] is a set with posteriorprobability
ensurethat missing informationis maximizedfor w what- content 1 ae.One can also considerthe frequencypropever the value of the nuisanceparameter.This might be erties of
Ax (in the sense of confidenceintervals)under
calleda reverseBerger-Bernardo
prior.Berger(1992)noted repeatedsamplinggiven 0. In general,the frequentistcovthat such a scheme may give resultsthat are similarto the erage probabilityof
Ax will not be 1 - ae.But there are
coverage matchingmethods(see Sec. 3.7). Unfortunately, some examples where coverage and posteriorprobability
the prior will then dependon the parameterization
of the do
agree. For example, if X
N(0, 1) and 0 is given a
nuisanceparameter.The relationshipsbetweenthe Berger- uniformprior,then
x + n- 1/2za/2]
Ax = [x - n1/2za/2,
Bernardopriorandthe reverseBerger-Bernardo
priorhave has posterior probability 1 - ae and also has coverage
been studiedby Dattaand Ghosh(1994, 1995b).
1 - ae, where Pr(Z > zc)
c if Z
N(O,1). Jeffreys (1961) notedthe agreementbetweenhis methodsand
Fisher'smethodsin manynormaltheoryproblems(see also
3.6 Geometry
Box andTiao 1973).Lindley(1958) showedthatfor a scalar
The straightforwardverificationof invarianceof Jef- parameterand a model that admitsa real-valuedsufficient
freys's general rule hides its origin. In outline, Jeffreys statistic,the fiducial-basedconfidenceintervalsagree with
(1956, 1961) noted that the Kullback-Leiblernumberbe- some posterior if and only if the problem is a location
haves locally like the squareof a distancefunctiondeter- family (or can be transformedinto such a form). A genminedby a Riemannianmetric;the naturalvolumeelement eralizationof this result (eliminatingthe need for a oneof this metricis det(I(0))1/2, andnaturalvolumeelements dimensionalsufficientstatistic)was obtainedby Welchand
of Riemannianmetricsare automaticallyinvariantto repa- Peers (1963) by conditioningon an ancillary.A very genrameterization.(See Kass 1989, secs. 2.1.2 and 2.1.3, for eralresultfor grouptransformation
models,essentiallydue
explicationof this argumentin the case of multinomialdis- to Stein (1965) andprovedelegantlyby ChangandVillegas
tributions.)
(1986),is thatrepeated-sampling
coverageprobabilitiesand
Jeffreystreatedthe procedureformally,but Kass (1989, posteriorprobabilitiesagreewhen the prioron the groupis
sec. 2.3) elaborated,arguingthat naturalvolume elements right Haarmeasure(see Sec. 3.2).
provide appropriategeneralizationsof Lebesgue measure
Some authorsseem to applaudthe agreementbetween
by capturingintuitionfavoring"flat"priorsandthatthe in- certainfrequentistand Bayesianinferenceregions,but reformationmetricmay be motivatedby statisticalconsider- frain from justifying a particularprior on the basis of
ations.ThusJeifreys'srule is basedon an appealingheuris- its productionof correctfrequentistcoverageprobabilities.
tic. The key idea here is thatnaturalvolumeelementsgen- Jeifreys(1961) is in this group,as are Box andTiao (1973)
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and Zellner (1971). Others, however, such as Berger and
Bernardo (1989) and Berger and Yang (1994a, 1994b) used
coverage properties to discriminate among alternative candidate prior distributions.
Sometimes it is not possible to get exact agreement (see
Bartholomew 1965) and instead we might seek approximate agreement. Let B, be a one-sided posterior region
for a scalar parameter with posterior probability content
1 - a. Welch and Peers (1963) showed that under certain regularity conditions, the confidence coverage of B,
is 1 - a + O(n-1/2). But if (1) is used, then the region has
coverage 1 - a + Q(n-m). Hence another justification for
(1) is that it produces accurate confidence intervals.
This work was further examined and extended by Peers
(1965, 1968), Stein (1985), and Welch (1965). Recently,
there has been interest in extending the Welch-Peers results
to multiparameterproblems when the parameter 0 has been
partitioned into a parameter of interest w and nuisance parameters A (A1, ... A, k). Some progress was made on this
by Peers (1965) and Stein (1985). Based on Stein's paper,
Tibshirani (1989) showed that a prior that leads to accurate confidence intervals for w can be obtained as follows.
Let I denote the Fisher information matrix and let I be the
log-likelihood function. Write
Ill

112

121

122

j
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tial equation that must be solved to find the prior. Tibshirani's method generally has solutions that leave part of
the prior unspecified, but in many cases the MukerjeeDey method completely specifies the prior up to a constant. Ghosh and Mukerjee (1993) found priors such that
P(W < tIX) = P(W < tIO) + o(n-l/2) for all 0 and
t = (tI. ... , tp)' where W = (WI, . , Wrj)',WI is an appropriately standardized version of <01 - 01) and TViis
a type of standardized regression residual of </(0 - 02)
on (0 - ,), . .., m(0- - 0-1). The priors are characterized as having to satisfy a certain differential equation. The idea is that VVis an attempt to list the parameters in order of importance in the spirit of the work by
Berger and Bernardo. (Ghosh and Mukerjee [1993] reported
that in the balanced case of the three-parameter "variance
components" model, which we discuss in Section 4.2.5, the
Berger-Bernardo priors satisfy their asymptotic coverage
matching criterion for some particular orderings of the parameters, but not for others.) Datta and Ghosh (1995a) derived a differential equation characterizing priors for coverage matching up to order Q(n-1) for a single parameter
of interest.
Severini ( 991) showed that under certain circumstances,
some priors will give HPD regions that agree with their
nominal frequentist coverage to order n-3/2.
Similar calculations, but for which there is a scalar nuisance parameter,
were considered by Ghosh and Mukerjee (1992b). DiCiccio
and Stern (1994) found conditions on the prior so that coverage and posterior probability content agree to order n-2
when both the parameter of interest and the nuisance parameter are vectors. Connections between the Welch-Peers
approach and frequentist approaches based on the signed
square root of the likelihood ratio statistic have been made
by DiCiccio and Martin (1993). On a related topic, Severini
(1993) showed how to choose intervals for which Bayesian
posterior probability content and frequentist coverage agree
to order n-3/2
for a fixed prior. Also, connections can be
made between priors that produce good frequentist intervals
and priors for which Bayesian and frequentist Bartlett corrections to the likelihood ratio statistic are o(1) (see Ghosh
and Mukerjee 1992b). Coverage matching methods were
also studied by Datta and Ghosh (1995b, 1995c). There have
also been attempts to match frequentist and Bayesian procedures in testing problems. We do not attempt a review
here (see, for example, DeGroot 1973 and Hodges 1992).

where I11 = -E(021/&W2),122 is the k x k matrix with
ijth entry -E(02l/0A&0A3), 121 is the k x 1 matrix with
jth entry --E (21/Uw&Aj), and 112 is the 1 x k matrix
with ith entry -E(02l/0Ai0w).
Now, reparameterize the
model as (w, /), where -y = (-Y,
. Yk) is orthogonal to
w. Here -y, -yy(w, A1,. . ., Ak) . Orthogonality means that
112 = 121
0 (see Cox and Reid 1987). Tibshirani suggested that the prior 7(w,,y) o g(A)l/2 produces accurate
confidence intervals for w, where g(A) is an arbitrary,positive function of A. The resulting intervals were rigorously
shown to be correct to order 0(n-r) by Nicolau (1993).
For comparison, note that (1) is (w, -y) oc 11/2I 12 and
the Berger-Bernardo prior (Sec. 3.5) is F(w, -y) o f(w)I122
for some function f(w). It is interesting that these confidence based methods seem to produce priors of the form
that would be obtained from the Berger-Bernardo scheme
if roles of the parameter of interest and nuisance parameter
were switched; Berger (1992) commented on this fact.
Ghosh and Mukerjee (1992a) suggested requiring that
3.8 Zellner's Method

Po(w < w,(X))ir(Aw) dA= 1- a + O(n-Q)
where wc, is such that P(w < wc,(X) IX)
This leads to the condition

1 - a + O(n-1).

Mukerjee and Dey (1993) found priors that match frequentist coverage to order o(n-r ) and gave a differen-

Let Z(0) = - f p(x 0)logp(x 0) dx be the information
about X in the sampling density. (Zellner called this quantity I(0).) Zellner (1971, 1977, 1995, 1996) and Zellner and
Min (1993) suggested choosing the prior wFthat maximizes
the difference G = fZ(0)7(0)dO - fw(0)log(7(0))dO.
(Note that the negative entropy of the joint density
of x and 0 is fZ(0)7(0) dO + fw7(0)log(w(0))dO. Also
note that C
dodx,
ffwS7(O|X)log[p(xO0)/w7(0)]m(x)
where m(x) =fXp(xO0)w(0)dO.) The solution is <0)
oc exp{Z(0) }. Zellner called this prior the maximal data
information prior (MDIP). This leads to some interesting
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priors. In location-scale problems, it leads to right-Haar
measure. In the binomial (n, 0) model, it leads to the prior
7w(0)a 00(1 - 0)1-0, which has tail behavior between that
and the
of (1), which in this case isw(0) oc 0-1/2(1-_0)-1/2I
uniform prior. MDIP priors for the Weibull were provided
by Sinha and Zellner (1990). Recently, Moulton (1993) obtained MDIP priors for the t family and the power exponential family.
Zellner's method is not parameterization invariant. But
Zellner (1991) pointed out that invariance under specific
classes of reparameterizations can be obtained by adding
the appropriate constraints. For example, if we are inter1.. . m, then
ested in the transformations r1 -hi(0), i
he suggested maximizing
G

-

J

7(0)Z(0)dO

+

E

-

Jw(0)logw(0)

7i
Tlr,r1)Z(Tl,)

-

dTli

dO

7ri (T,)

log

7ri (Ti)

1996

if

7w(O)=

E(&/00 log f(x 0))2/(02/&y32L(O, 0))1/2

If the loss function is Hellinger distance, then this gives (1).
Hartigan also extended this to higher dimensions. (A referee has provided us with an interesting historical footnote.
Apparently, Hellinger did not propose the distance that we
now call "Hellinger distance." It was introduced by Bhattacharyya [1943] and independently by Kakutani [1948],
who called it Hellinger distance. See also Chentsov 1990.)
Gatsonis (1984) considered estimating the posterior distribution as a decision problem using L2 distance as a loss
function. The best invariant estimator of the posterior in a
location problem is the posterior obtained from a uniform
prior. He also showed that this estimate is inadmissible for
dimension greater than 3.
Bernardo's method (Sec. 3.5) may also be given a decision theoretic interpretation. Specifically, the KullbackLeibler distance can be justified by viewing the problem
of reporting a prior and posterior as a decision problem.
Bernardo (1979b) showed that Kullback-Leibler divergence
is the unique loss function satisfying certain desiderata. Polson (1988, 1992a, 1992b) also discussed this approach.
Kashyap (1971) considered the selection of a prior as a
two-person zero-sum game against nature. Using the average divergence between the data density and the predictive
density as a loss function, he showed that the minimax solution is the prior 7(0) that minimizes Elog[p(y O)/7(O)j,
where the expectation is with respect to the joint measure
on y and 0. Asymptotically, this leads to (1) and is very
similar to Bernardo's (1979a) approach.

dTI,

subject to 7w(0)dO= 'i(ri) dTl,.The solution is
w(0) oc exp{Z(0) +

September

log|h' (0) /(m + 1)}.

The resulting prior then has the desired invariance properties over the given transformations. Other side conditions
such as moment constraints can be added as well. Zellner's
prior can be related to (1) in the following way (Zellner, personal communication): maximize Zellner's functional subject to the condition that the expected value of the log
square root of the determinant of the Fisher information
equals a constant. This leads to a prior proportional to
where A is a constant and j is Jeffreys's
)(0)exp{Z(0)},
nonlocation rule.
3.9 Decision-Theoretic Methods
Several authors have used decision theoretic arguments
to select priors. Chernoff (1954) derived the uniform prior
on finite sets by way of eight postulates for rational decision making. Partitioning paradoxes are avoided, because
his argument is restricted to sets with fixed, given number
of outcomes. Good (1969, 186) took a different approach.
He defined U(GIF) to be "the utility of asserting that a distribution is G when, in fact, it is F." He showed that if U
takes on a particular form, then (1) is the least favorable
prior distribution. Clarke and Barron (1994) showed that
(1) achieves the asymptotic minimax cumulative risk when
the loss function is Kullback-Leibler distance. Good also
related these ideas to Jeffreys's geometrical argument; see
Section 3.6.
Hartigan (1965) called a decision d(x) unbiased for the
loss function L if
E00(L(d(x), 0) |0o) ? E00(L(d(cv),0So)
0o)
for all 0, Oo. Hartigan showed that if 0 is one-dimensional,
then a prior density wris asymptotically unbiased if and only

3.10 Rissanen's Method
Consider the problem of finding a reference prior for
{1, 2, ... .}. Many familiar techniques, like maximum
entropy (see Sec. 3.4) do not give meaningful answers for
finding a prior on e. Jeffreys (1961, p. 238) suggested
Q(n) oc 1/n, though he did not derive it from any formal argument. Rissanen (1983) used the following coding
theory motivation for a prior. We warn the reader that the
motivation for the argument that follows is of a much different nature than the other methods considered here. (The
interested reader is encouraged to refer to Rissanen 1983
for more details.)
Suppose that you have to construct a code; that is, you
must assign a binary string to each integer. We assume that
your code is a prefix code, which means that no code word is
allowed to be a prefix of another code word. This condition
ensures that a decoder can detect the beginning and the end
of each code word. Let L = (L(1), L(2),...) be the code
word lengths. An adversary will choose an integer from
a distribution P. Your task is to assign the codes so that
the code lengths are as short as possible. More formally,
you must try to minimize the inverse of the code efficiency,
which is defined as the ratio of the mean code length to the

e=
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entropy. This optimization problem can be expressed as

of priors give perfect association between future and past
Rn
observations in the sense that there are functions ,
-?> R such that

minsup lim
L

p

N-*oo -E

z1

P(i)L(i)

1P(i)lg P(i

The optimization is carried out subject to certain regularity conditions. Rissanen (1983) showed that there is
a code that satisfies the minimization condition with
code lengths Lo(n) = log*(n) + log2c, where log*(n)
where only the finitely
log2n + log210g2n + *.*,
terms
of
the
sum
that
are
positive are included and
many
c
2.865064. Rissanen then suggested adopting Q(n)
= 2-Lo W as a universal prior for the integers. It can be
shown that this prior is proper. Because Q(n) oc (1/n)
x (1/ log2n) x (1/ log210g2n) -., we see that this will be
close to the improper prior suggested by Jeffreys.
Rissanen's prior is interesting and might well be useful
in some cases. There are some difficulties with the prior,
however. First, the motivation for turning the code length L
into a prior is not clear. Second, because the prior is proper,
1.
we can find a constant no such that Q({1,.}.,no})
(This is true for any proper prior.) In certain problems it
will not be appropriate to assign a high probability to this
particular set. Indeed, one reason for using improper priors
is to avoid assigning high probability to any finite set.
-

P(XN

_< X:

: Xn)

O/n(XI,

P(XN

<_X)

< X) = P(n(XI...

?Xn) <

X)

for all N > n,n = 1,2,... and x C IR. These might be
regarded as reference priors. Under certain conditions, they

showed that the only prior that gives E(XNI

XI,

Xn)

= Xn is the uniform prior on the natural parameter. In
a related paper (Cifarelli and Regazzini 1983), these authors showed that the usual conjugate priors for the exponential family are the unique priors that maximize the
correlation between XN and Xn subject to fixed values of
var (E (Xn IO))/var (Xn).

Spall and Hill (1990) defined a least informative prior by
finding the prior that maximizes expected gain in Shannon
information. They approximated this by only looking over
convex combinations of a set of base priors. As shown by
Berger et al. (1989), maximizing this measure can lead to
discrete priors; indeed, this is why Berger and Bernardo
maximized this quantity asymptotically.
4.

ISSUES

In this section we discuss four general issues, beginning
in Section 4.1 with the interpretation of reference priors,
3.1 1 Other Methods
where we argue that it is not necessary to regard a refNovick and Hall (1965) defined an "indifference prior" erence prior as being noninformative for it to be useful.
by identifying a conjugate class of priors and then selecting Reference priors are often improper and may depend on
a prior from this class that satisfies two properties: that the the experimental design. We discuss consequences of these
prior should be improper, and that a "minimum necessary characteristics in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Finally, we consider
sample" should induce a proper posterior. In a binomial the possibility of performing sensitivity analysis in conjuncproblem, for example, with the class of beta priors, they tion with the use of reference priors in Section 4.4.
obtained the prior {p(1 - p)}-1 as in indifference prior.
This prior is improper, but a single success and a single 4.1 Interpretationof Reference Priors
At the risk of oversimplification, it seems useful to idenfailure induce a proper posterior. Novick (1969) considered
extensions to multiparameterproblems.
tify two interpretations of reference priors. The first interHartigan (1971; 1983, sec. 5.5) defined the similarity of pretation asserts that reference priors are formal represenevents E and F by S(E, F) = P(E n F)/(P(E)P(F)).
tations of ignorance. The second asserts that there is no
objective, unique prior that represents ignorance; instead,
For random variables X and Y with joint density fx,y
and marginal densities Jx and fy, the definition is s(x, y) reference priors are chosen by public agreement, much like
whenever the ratio is well de- units of length and weight. In this interpretation,reference
fx,y(x,y)/(fx(x)fy(y))
fined. Then (1) can be justified in two ways using this ap- priors are akin to a default option in a computer package.
proach: It makes present and future observations have con- We fall back to the default when there is insufficient inforstant similarity asymptotically, and it maximizes the asymp- mation to otherwise define the prior.
Let us pursue the second interpretation a bit further. In
totic similarity between the observations and the parameter.
Piccinato (1978) considered the following method. A principle, we could construct a systematic catalog of referpoint 4o is a representative point of the probability P if ence priors for a variety of models. The priors in the cata0(, P) is minimized by 40, where 0 is some discrepancy log do not represent ignorance, but are useful in problems
measure; an example is p(4, P) = f t- X12 dP. A predic- where it is too difficult to elicit an appropriate subjective
tive distribution f(ylx) is conservative if the data point is prior. The statistician may feel that the reference prior is,
always a typical point. The prior is called noninformative if for all practical purposes, a good approximation to any reait produces a conservative prediction. In a binomial problem sonable subjective prior for that problem.
The first interpretation was at one time the dominant inwith conjugate priors, and using the mean as a typical point,
we get the prior {O(1 - O)}-1. A normal with a normal- terpretation and much effort was spent trying to justify one
prior or another as being noninformative (see Sec. 2). For
c) o C-3.
gamma prior gives wCuy,
Using finitely additive priors for an exponential family, the most part, the mood has shifted toward the second inCifarelli and Regazzini (1987) showed that a large class terpretation. In the recent literature, it is rare for anyone
-
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to make any claim that a particular prior can logically be
defended as being truly noninformative. Instead, the focus
is on investigating various priors and comparing them to
see if any have advantages in some practical sense. For example, Berger and Bernardo (1989) considered several priors for estimating the product of two normal means. Rather
than defending any particularprior on logical grounds, they
instead compared the frequency properties of the credible
regions generated by the priors. This is an example of using
an ad hoc but practically motivated basis for defending a
reference prior instead of a formal logical argument.
A slight variant on the second interpretation is that, although the priors themselves do not formally represent ignorance, our willingness to use a reference prior does represent our ignorance-or at least it is acting as if we were
ignorant. That is, according to this interpretation, when we
decide to use a reference prior, the decision itself may be
regarded as an admission of ignorance in so far as we are
apparently unable (or we act as if we were unable) to determine the prior subjectively.
4.2 Impropriety
Many reference priors are improper; that is, they do
not integrate to a finite number. In this section we discuss
five problems caused by improper priors: incoherence and
strong inconsistencies, the dominating effect of the prior,
inadmissibility, marginalization paradoxes and impropriety
of the posterior.
4.2.1 Incoherence, Strong Inconsistencies, and Nonconglomerability. An example from Stone (1976, 1982) nicely
illustrates potential inconsistencies in using improper priors. Suppose that we flip a four-sided die (a triangularpyramid) many times. The four faces of the die are marked with
the symbols {a, b, a'-,b b-'}. Each time that we toss the die
we record the symbol on the lowermost face of the die
(there is no uppermost face on a four-sided die). The tosses
result in a string of letters. Any time that the symbols a
and a-l are juxtaposed in our list, they "annihilate" each
other; that is, they cancel each other out. This also occurs
for b and b-'. For example, if we tossed the die four times
and obtained (a b b- a), then the resulting string is (a a),
because b and b-1 annihilate each other. Denote the resulting string by 0. (To avoid annoying edge effects, we assume
that the length of 0 is large, so that the possibility of a null
string is eliminated.) Now we suppose that one additional
toss of the die is made and the resulting symbol is added to
0. The annihilation rule is applied if appropriate,resulting
in a new string x. The problem is to infer 0 from x.
Having seen x, we note that there are four possible values for 0, each with equal likelihood. For example, suppose
that x = (a a). The extra symbol added by the last toss was
either a, a- 1, b, or b-1, each with probability 1/4. So 0 is
one of (a), (a a a), (a a b-1), or (a a b), each having likelihood 1/4. If we adopt a flat prior on 0 and formally apply
the Bayes rule, then the posterior will give probability 1/4
to each of these points and zero probability elsewhere. Denote the mass function of this posterior by wr(Ox). Let A
be the event that the last symbol selected resulted in an

annihilation. We see that P(Alx) = 3/4 for every x. On
the other hand, for fixed 0, a new symbol results in annihilation with probability 1/4; that is, P(AJO) = 1/4 for every 0. These two probability statements are contradictory.
Because P(Alx) = 3/4 for every x: it seems we should
conclude that P(A) = 3/4. But because P(A 0) = 1/4 for
every 0, it seems we should conclude that P(A) = 1/4.
Stone called such a phenomenon a strong inconsistency. It
is also an example of a super-relevant betting procedure
(Robinson 1979a, 1979b) and was related to a consistency
principle by Bondar (1977).
To see what went wrong, let us think about the improper
prior as a limit of proper priors. Let wp be uniform on all
strings of length p. It can be shown that for fixed x,7p (Alx)
tends to 3/4 as p -* xc. It is tempting to argue that the posterior is valid, because it approximates the posterior using
the proper prior 7rp.But 7rpinduces a marginal probability
MP on x rnp(x) = f (x 0)wr(0). Let XI, be the set of
x's of length p or p + 1. When x C XP, w0(Olx)is concentrated on a single point, and so wx(0lx)is a terrible approximation to -Fp(Olx).Recall that 7(01x) gives equal mass to
four points. The total variation distance between 7(. lx) and
7rp(.x) is thus 3/4 for x C Xp. (Recall that the total variation distance between probability distributions P and Q is
supA P(A) - Q(A)I, the sup being taken over all measurable sets.) Stone showed that mp)(Xp) tends to 2/3. This
is the essence of the problem: Although 7p( lx) converges
to 7(. x) for fixed x, it does not follow that the two are
close with increasingly high probability. This led Stone to
suggest that we should seek posteriors with the property
that the total variation distance between the formal posterior based on an improper prior and the posterior from a
proper prior should tend in probability to zero for some
sequence of proper priors (see Stone 1963, 1965, 1970).
It turns out that strong inconsistencies and Stone's proposal for avoiding them are closely tied to the notion of
coherence developed in a series of papers by Heath, Lane,
and Sudderth (HLS) (Heath and Sudderth 1978, 1989; Lane
and Sudderth 1983). Their notion of coherence is slightly
stronger than the notion of coherence introduced by de
Finetti (1937, 1972, 1974, 1975). In the HLS framework,
probabilities are allowed to be finitely, rather than countably, additive. To see the difference between finitely additive priors and improper priors, let P,, be the uniform measure on [-n,n] and define P by P(A) - lim,,Pn(A)
for all A for which the limit exists. P is an example of a
finitely additive prior on the real line that is diffuse in the
sense that it gives zero probability to every compact set. On
the other hand, P is proper, because P(IR) - 1. Compare
this to Lebesgue measure ,u, which gives positive measure
to many compact sets but is improper because p(IR) = oo.
One way to connect these two concepts in practice is to
start with an improper prior and, as in the example just
considered, generate a finitely additive prior by way of a
limit of truncated proper priors.
Formally, the HLS approach, which is inspired by Freedman and Purves (1969), begins with a sample space X
and a parameter space C-).Let 13(X) and L3(Ei)be C fields
on these spaces. A model is a collection of probabilities
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ity in at least one margin (Hill and Lane 1986; Schervish,
Seidenfeld, and Kadane 1984).
The HLS approach is only one among many ways of
strengthening De Finetti's notion of coherence. Other related ideas have been considered by many authors, among
them Akaike (1980), Berti, Regazzini, and Rigo (1991),
Buehler (1959), Buehler and Feddersen (1963), Bondar
(1977), Brunk (1991), Dawid and Stone (1972, 1973),
Hartigan (1983), Pierce (1973), Regazzini (1987), Robinson (1978, 1979a,b), Seidenfeld (1981), and Wallace (1959).
One particular alternative worth mentioning is the notion
using uniform approximations. For example, Mukhopadhyay and Das Gupta (1995) showed the following. Conf
f
sider a location family that possess a moment-generating
(0, x)po (dx)7r(dO)= f
(0, x)qx (dO)m(dx)
function. Let qrx be the posterior using a flat prior. For every ? > 0, there exists a proper, countably additive prior q
for all bounded b: 0 x X -* Rtthat are measurable with re- with posteriorqx such that d(7rx,qX) < ? for all x. (This
spect to 13(O) x 13(X), where m is the marginal induced by implies HLS coherence.) A similar result was given by
the prior 7r.This means that the joint measure can be dis- Mukhopadhyay and Ghosh (1995) where the existence of
integrated with respect to the 0 partition or the x partition a moment-generating function is not assumed. It remains
without contradiction. We call qx a posterior of -r. Heath an open question how far this approach can be taken.
and Sudderth (1989, thm. 3.1) proved that an inference
4.2.2 The Dominating Effect of the Prior Sometimes
{qx; x c X} is coherent if and only if it can be approximated
reference
priors can overwhelm the data even though the
by proper priors in the sense that inf f llqx - 4xflm (dx)
is
posterior
HLS coherent. This point was made force= 0, where the infimum is over all (proper but possibly
fully by Efron (1970, 1973) in his examination of the
finitely additive) priors -r, where qx is the posterior of -r, m
many normal means problem, which we now describe.
is the induced marginal and 1111is total variation norm. This
Our description closely follows work of Perlman and Rasis Stone's proposed condition, except that HLS allow for
mussen (1975). Let Xi
N(Oi, 1) independently, where
finitely additive distributions. Coherence in the HLS sense
i = 1, ... In, and consider the problem of estimating
is essentially the same as requiring that there be no strong
ZO?. If we adopt a flat prior on 0= (01,... On)"
inconsistency (see Lane and Sudderth 1983). It is worth notthen the posterior for 0 is multivariate normal with mean
ing that incoherence can arise in standardstatistical models.
X = (XI,
. . ., Xn)Yand covariance equal to the identity maFor example, Eaton and Sudderth recently showed that the
trix I. This posterior is coherent in the sense described in
right Haar prior for MANOVA models gives an incoherent
Section 4.2.1. The posterior Q(d<Ix) for ( is a noncentral
posterior (1993a) and gave another example of incoherence
x2 with n degrees of freedom and noncentrality paramefor commonly used priors (1993b).
Hence
ter Y = EiX2; we denote this by (x _X(Y).
In fact, incoherence and strong inconsistencies are manA~~~~~~~~~~~~
= Y + n. There are reasons for
EQXI,.Xn)
ifestations of a phenomenon called nonconglomerability,
that
is
too
as we now discuss.
large,
thinking
(
which plagues every probability measure that is finitely
The posterior Qa(d Ix) for (
Let
0
have
a
prior.
N(0,
al)
but not countably additive. A probability P is conglom. X2 (aY/(a + 1)). The posterior
such
that
+
is
(
[a/(a
1)]
erable with respect to a partition 13 if for every event
A,k1 < P(AIB) < k2 for all B C B implies that k1 Q approximates Qa when a is large in the sense that the
< P(A) < k2. The Stone example exhibits nonconglom- total variation distance between Q and Qa is small when a
erability for the following reason. Because P(Alx) = 3/4 is large but the means of Q and Qa are quite different. To
for all x, conglomerability would imply P(A) = 3/4. Sim- see this, note that the expected value of (a = EQa(.) with
ilarly, P(A 0) = 1/4 for all 0 implies P(A) = 1/4. This respect to the marginal ma for x induced by the N(0, al)
contradiction implies that the x partition, the 0 partition, prior satisfies E((a) = E(fo), where 0 = Y - n is the
or both partitions must display nonconglomerability. The uniformly minimum variance unbiased estimator (UMVUE)
import of HLS coherence is to rule out nonconglomerabil- for this problem. This suggests that we can expect (a
ity in the 0 and x margins. But we should not be sanguine to be close to 4o. Perlman and Rasmussen (1975) conjust because conglomerability holds in these two margins. firmedI thisI intuition by showing 1fo - a = 0p i(,;H)
For one thing, HLS coherence is not always preserved un- and 1 -(aj = o0(r) + 2n. In summary, Q(dIx) and
der conditioning or under convex combinations (Kadane, Qa (dI x) tend to be close in distributionaldistance, but their
Schervish, and Seidenfeld 1986). Furthermore,HLS coher- means are not close. (There is no contradiction between
ence guarantees protection from nonconglomerability only these two statements: If Z1 - N(1, a2) and Z2 lN(0, a2),
in the 0 and x partitions of the joint space 0) x X. There is then E(Z1) -E(Z2) =1 for all a but the total variation disno guarantee that other strong inconsistencies cannot occur tance between the two distributions tends to 0 as a
oc.)
in other margins. In fact, every finitely additive probability This shows that closeness in distributional distance, which
that is not countably additive displays nonconglomerabil- is what coherence is all about, may not be strong enough to
{po; 0 c 6} on 3(X). An inference is a collection of probabilities {q,; x c X} on B (0). For a bounded function X
and a probability P, write P(5) = f X dP.
A prior 7ron 0) defines a marginal m on the sample space
X by way of the equation m(X) = fpo(9)r(dO) for all
bounded b: X -* RF.An inference is coherent if it is not
possible to place a finite number of bets, using odds based
on qx, to guarantee an expected payoff that is greater than
a positive constant, for every 0. Heath and Sudderth (1978)
showed that an inference {qx; x c X} is coherent if and
only if there exists a prior 7rsuch that

-*
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avoidundesirableproperties.Efron (1973) emphasizedthe
difficultyin the following terms:Even when a is large,the
priorcan overwhelmthe data.Furthermore,if we adopted
a differentpriorthatdid not overwhelmthe data,therestill
mightbe a differentfunctionof the parameters,( = maxOi,
for example,wherethe posterioronce againmightbe driven
by the priorratherthanby the data.
Similar problemsoccur with intervalestimationfor (.
Underthe posteriorQ, a one-sidedoa-levelcredibleregion

sition functionR(dOI ) = fx Q (dOx)P (dxIr1),where X is
the samplespace, Q(dOIx) is the posterior,and P(dx 0) is
the samplingmodel.He showedthatsome predictionproblems are includedin this class of decisionproblems.
Anotherapproachto choosingpriorsis to look for priors
that are on the "boundarybetweenadmissibilityand inadmissibility."This approachwas consideredby Berger and
Strawderman(1993).

for ( is [(,,n (Y)

have a model p(xjoa,3) and prior ir(oa,/) and that the
marginalposterior 7r(alx) satisfies 7r(alx) = 7r(alz(x))
for some function z(x). Furthersuppose that f(z a, /)
= f (zIa).It seemsthatwe shouldbe ableto recoverir(aIx)
from P(zla) and some prior wx(a).Indeed, if 7r(oa,
f) is
proper,then this will be the case, as we show. On the
other hand,in some situationsusing improperpriors,one

00),

where p(X2(Y)

>

)a ,n(Y))

=

a.

Stein (1959) showed that the coverageprobabilityof this
interval tends to zero as n

-*

oc. The strong disagree-

ment with the confidencelevel suggests that somethingis
amiss. (In his proof, Stein madethe reasonableassumption
that ( = o(nr2); Pinkham [1966] showed that if instead
( = Mnr + o(l), where M > 0 and h > 2, then the coverage and posteriorprobabilityagree asymptotically.)
These results are disquieting.The difficultyis that in
high-dimensionalproblems,the effects of the priormay be
subtle;it may have little influenceon some functionsof the
parametersbut may have an overwhelmingeffect on others. The messagefrom this andsimilarexamplesis thatimproperpriorsmustbe usedwithcarewhenthe dimensionof
the parameterspaceis large.Of course,thatdoes not imply
that properpriorsare necessarilyany betterin these problems. Indeed,the remarksby Efron (1973) were made to
emphasizethe practicaldifficultieswith diffuseproperpriors that may accompanytheoreticaldifficultiesfound with
improperpriors.We returnto this point in Section 5.1.
4.2.3

4.2.4

obtains

Marginalization Paradoxes.

p(zla,/)

=

p(zla),

an estimator 60 such that EoL(0, 6o) < EoL(0, X)

-

E for

is not pro-

but p(zla)7r(a)

portionalto 7r(oajz(x))for any ir(oa),in violation of that
seeminglydesirablerecoverabilitycondition.Dawid,Stone,
and Zidek (1973) called this a "marginalization
paradox"
and presentedmany examples.Here we considertheir example 1.
Xl...

.

,X,. are independent exponential random vari-

ables. The first ( have mean l/i7 and the rest have mean
l/(cQ7), with c =&1 known and ( c {1, ... , n - 1}. The prior
for r1is taken to be uniform. Let zi = xi/xl, i = 1, ..., n. It
, Zn)
turnsout thatthe posterioris a functionof z = (Zl,
only. The probabilitydensityfor z is

Inadmissibility. Under certain conditions, Bayes

estimatorsbased on properpriorslead to admissibleestimators,but improperpriorscan lead to inadmissibleBayes
estimators.Considerthe manynormalmeansproblemfrom
the previoussubsection.Stein (1956) showedthat the posteriormean using a flat prioris an inadmissibleestimator
of 0 under squarederror loss if n > 3. Thus if L(0, 6)
= Z(O -_6)2, then the Bayes estimatorarisingfrom the
flatprior,namelyX = (X1. ., Xn)', is suchthatthereexists anotherestimator'y = (1,... , 'Yn)I with the property
thatEoL(0, ay)< EoL(0,X) for every0, with strictinequality for at least one 0. (In fact, one can constructestimates
that uniformlybeat X.)
AlthoughX is inadmissiblein the many normalmeans
problem,it is extended admissible(Heath and Sudderth
1978). This means that there do not exist an E > 0 and

Suppose that we

n

(

A(z|n,) )=APZO()X

1

zi + CEzi)

(+i

)-n

c ,

whichis a functionof ( only.But thereis no choice of prior
ir(() thatmakesp(zj(~)-x()proportionalto ir((Jx),because

7r((lx) X(7r()

IEzi

+c

\1

E Zi

c-(.

(+i

This contradictioncan happenonly if the prior is improper.To see this, we reproducethe proof from Dawid et
al. (1973)thatproperpriorsareimmuneto this paradox.Let
the databe x = (y, z). By assumption,7r(olx) is a function
of the datathroughz only,so we can writeir(aIx) a(z, a)
where

all 0. (This follows from the fact that X is minimax.)In
general,every Bayes rule is extendedadmissible(even if
f fp(y, zla, /)7r(a, /)do
(8)
a(z,a)
a(
(8
the prior is only finitely additive).If the loss function is
ffp(y,
fa
zla, 0)wx(a,3) do3da
boundedand the set of decision rules is convex, then every extendedadmissiblerule is Bayes (Heathand Sudderth
= p(zal, )p(ylz, a, ) = p(zla)p(ylz,
1978,thm.2). But, as we have seen, this does not guarantee Now p(y, zla,/)
into (8) to conclude that
this
Substitute
/).
al,
admissibility.
Eaton(1992) gave conditionsunderwhichthe Bayes rule
from an improperpriorproducesadmissibledecisionrules p(zal)
z, a, /)w(al, /3) d/3
regufor a class of decisionproblemscalled "quadratically
lar decisionproblems."He showedthatthese conditionsare
=a(z, a) J J P(Y,z a, /3)wr(a,/3)d/3da. (9)
equivalentto the recurrenceof a Markovchain with tran-
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Because the prior is proper, we may integrate both sides of
(9) with respect to y to get
p(z cv)r(cv)= a(z, a) Jp(z

ca)7r(a)
da.

(
so
Thus p(zlv)7(cv)/J p(zl)7(cv) de = a(z, a)
7(cvx),
the marginal can be recovered from p(zlcv) and ir(cv).
An analysis of the problem was presented by Dawid et al.
(1973) and the ensuing discussion (see also Hartigan 1983,
pp. 28-29). Of course, the problem is that we cannot expect the rules of probability to hold when the measure has
infinite mass. Sudderth (1980) showed that the marginalization paradox cannot happen with finitely additive priors. An
interesting debate about the meaning of this paradox was
presented by Jaynes (1980) and discussed by Dawid et al.
(1973).
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this phenomenon further in Section 5.1. On the other hand,
we argue in Section 5.2 that when the likelihood function
is highly peaked, an improper posterior need not be very
worrisome.

4.3 Sample Space Dependence

Another problem with reference priors is that they are
often dependent on the sample space, sometimes called
"design dependent" or "experiment dependent." For example, if we obtain several replications of a Bernoulli experiment, then (1) will depend on whether we used binomial
sampling or negative binomial sampling. This is not only
odd from the subjectivist viewpoint but is generally considered undesirable, because it violates the likelihood principle, which states that two experiments that produce pro4.2.5 Improper Posteriors. Sometimes, improper pri- portional likelihoods should produce the same inferences
ors lead to improper posteriors. Consider the following hi- (Berger and Wolpert 1988). Indeed, reference prior analyses
erarchical model:
generally violate the likelihood principle, because the definition of a reference prior usually involves an expectation
NGu2,u2)
Yij,,
over the sample space. Jeffreys's rule involves the expected
N(P, T2)
information, for example. It could be argued that the choice
/1IT
of design is informative and so the prior should depend on
1,... n, where u2 is known. A seemingly natural the design. Nonetheless, design dependence leads to some
for i
choice for a prior is 7(,u, T) oc 1/T, but this leads to an problems.
improper posterior (see, e.g., Berger 1985, p. 187).
Aside from violating the likelihood principle, sample
In this problem application of Jeffreys's general rule,
space-dependent priors lead to situations where the posbased on the marginal distribution of the data, that is,
terior depends on what order the data are received. Yet for
ylt - N(/,u, 2 + T2), leads to a proper posterior (cf. the
a fixed prior, we get the same posterior no matter what
discussion of one-way ANOVA in Box and Tiao 1973). It
order the data are processed, assuming independence. Supdoes so in many other problems as well, but there are counpose that X1 is the number of successes in n tosses of
terexamples (in which Jeffreys's general rule leads to an ima biased coin with success probability p. Then (1) gives
proper posterior) and there are as yet no simple general conand the posterior is wFi(pIXi)
r(p) Dc p- /2(l _ p)-1/2
ditions to ensure propriety. Ibrahim and Laud (1991) gave
Now suppose that we flip
oc pXl-l/2(1
p)n-Xi-1/2.
conditions that guarantee proper posteriors from Jeffreys's
the coin until another head appears and suppose that this
general rule for generalized linear models. Dey, Gelfand,
a
and updating to inand Peng (1993) extended this work for some overdispersed takes r tosses. Using wr1as prior
we
the
the
new
clude
12 (p X1, r)
information,
get
posterior
generalized linear models. (Related results were given by
On the other hand, if
- p) .Xi?r1/2
OCp Xi?/2(I
Natarajan and McCulloch, 1995.) Berger and Strawderman
(1993) gave conditions in the problem of estimating many we did the experiment in reverse order, then we would
normal means, and Yang and Chen (1995) provided useful begin with (1) for the negative binomial, namely, 7r(p)
_ p)-1/2.
Updating sequentially on X2,
conditions for certain hierarchical normal models. Results Dx p- 1(1
X1
the
oc pXil+-l(1
then
posterior
gives
12(pIX1,r)
that apply in greater generality have not been discovered.
n-X +r- l-1/2: so we get a different posterior dependp)
For the most part, characterizing improper priors that give
ing on what order that we process the data.
proper posteriors remains an open problem.
Another type of sample space dependence is illustrated
Improper posteriors will sometimes reveal themselves by
by
right Haar priors (Sec. 3.2). Consider the following
creating obvious numerical problems, but this is not always
from McCullagh (1992). Let xi,... ,xn have a
example
the case. Because of increased computing power, analysts
v) distribution. The right Haar prior is wr(Q,v)
Cauchy(,,
use models of ever greater complexity, which in turn makes
1
1/.
ac
let y, = 1/cx,i
n. Then the yi's
l,...
Now,
it more difficult to check whether the posterior is proper. It
= [/G(u2 + u2)
v
where
as
Cauchy(v,T),
are
distributed
would be helpful to have a diagnostic for detecting improT
for (v,T) is
Haar
measure
and
u2).
Right
+
u/(Gu2
priety.
In principle one may avoid improper posteriors by using 7r(v,T) Dc IjT. Transforming to (,u,), we get 7r(,u,)
diffuse proper priors, but in practice this may not really Dx 1/(Gf(Q2 + u2)), which differs from the first prior. Thus
solve the problem. In situations where intuitively reasonable our choice of prior will depend on how we choose to reprepriors produce improper posteriors, unless the likelihood sent the sample space. Put another way, we can get different
function is highly peaked there may be extreme posterior right Haar priors depending on how we label the sample
sensitivity to the choice of the proper prior. We discuss space.
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4.4 Sensitivity Analysis
There now exists a substantial literature on sensitivity
analysis in Bayesian inference. Recent accounts with extensive references include work of Berger (1984, 1990, 1994),
Walley (1991), and Wasserman (1992). Most of this work
is directed at quantifying the sensitivity of the posterior
to the choice of prior and assumes that prior is a proper,
subjectively elicited prior or that at least some features of
the prior have been subjectively elicited. There is virtually
no work on sensitivity analysis with respect to reference
priors.
Sensitivity analysis often proceeds by embedding the
prior wrin a large class of similar priors F. The simplest
class of priors is the i-contaminated class defined by
F(7r) = {(1 - 6)7r + EQ;Q

E

P},

where P is the set of all priors and E E [0,1] represents
the uncertainty in the prior. Of course, this class is familiar
in non-Bayesian robustness too (see Huber 1981 and Tukey
1960, for example). If g(O) is some function of interest, then
it is straightforwardto compute

pleasant behavior at the cost of being unrealistically small.
For example, a Fk neighborhood of a N(O, 1) will never
contain a N(a, 1) density if a * 0, no matter how large
k is.
All this leads to the following question: Is there a class
that is larger than the density ratio class and that gives nontrivial bounds on posterior expectations if we interpret the
posterior as a limit of posteriors from proper priors? The
answer is no. Wasserman (1995) showed that subject to certain regularity conditions, any class that gives finite bounds
for improper priors is contained in a density ratio class.
Because density ratio classes are already too small, this implies that there is no sufficiently large class that gives nontrivial bounds. Thus current methods for performing formal
sensitivity analysis cannot be directly applied to improper
reference priors.
5.

DISCUSSION

Reference priors are a part of Bayesian statistical practice. Often, a data analyst chooses some parameterization
and uses a uniform prior on it. This is a particularchoice of
reference
prior, however, and thus begs the questions and
inf
EE(gIy)=
PcJ'E(7r) Ep(gIx)
developments we surveyed here.
Jeffreys's notion was that a prior could be chosen "by
and
convention" as a "standard of reference." (We did not
EE(gIy)= sup Ep(gIx).
wish to imply an interchangeability of alternatives and thus
PerQ
(X)
avoided the term "conventional prior"; for a philosophical
These bounds may be plotted by E so we can assess the discussion of the notion of conventionality see Sklar 1976,
sensitivity to the prior. Now consider a N(O, 1) model with pp. 88-112.) The term "reference prior" is intended to conwr(O)oc c. An obvious way to use existing sensitivity tech- note standardization.There is a sense in which these priors
niques would be to regard the posterior to be the limit of serve as "defaults"; that is, choices that may be made authe posteriors obtained from the sequence of priors lFa as tomatically without any contemplation of their suitability
a -* oc, where lFa is uniform on [-a, a]. As noted in Section in a particular problem. Indeed, it is entirely possible that
4.2.1, this notion can be made rigorous by using probabil- in future Bayesian software such default selections will be
ity limits of posteriors, though we will not worry about that available (e.g., as reported in Wolfinger and Kass 1996).
here. If we define E.(O y) by
This should not undermine or replace inherently subjective
judgment, but rather acknowledges the convenience that
lim sup Ep(OIy)
E(OIy)= a-*oo
standardizationprovides.
PCEQ (ra)
As we have seen, there are situations in which referand define E.(01y) analogously, then it turns out that ence priors lead to posteriors with undesirable properties.
EE(01y) = -oc and E.(01y) = oo. Because the bounds are These include incoherence, inadmissibility of Bayes esalways infinite, the E-contaminatedclass cannot be used to timators, marginalization paradoxes, sample space depenassess sensitivity when starting with this uniform improper dence, impropriety, and unsuspected marginal effects in
prior.
high-dimensional problems. In practice, the most serious
This does not rule out the possibility of finding some and worrisome of these are probably the latter two, though
other neighborhood structure that produces finite bounds the others have collectively sent a strong signal of caution.
for improper priors. DeRobertis and Hartigan (1981) found
such a class defined in the following way: Let Fk be the set
5.1 The Use of Diffuse Proper Priors
of all prior densities p such that
One response to the worries about reference priors in
p(0)7r(o) < k
has been to use a proper prior that is quite difapplications
P(0) 7(0) fuse. Box and Tiao (1973, p. 23) called such a prior locally
for almost all 0, b,where k varies from 1 to o0. We call this uniform, meaning that its density is slowly varying over the
a density ratio class. (They considered a more general class, region in which the likelihood function is concentrated. One
but we confine our attention to this special case.) Again it might, for instance, truncate an improper reference prior so
is easy to compute upper and lower bounds on posterior ex- that its domain is compact and it becomes proper. An alterpectations. Even when wris improper,the bounds are usually native is to use a probability distribution, such as a normal,
finite and are easy to calculate. But this class achieves this that has a very large spread.
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As a practical device, this approach will work fine in
many problems. But it does not have any fundamental ability to avoid the difficulties that arise in using reference priors. To specify the meaning of "quite diffuse," one must,
for instance, determine the size of the compact set defining
the domain in the truncation case or pick the spread when
using a distribution such as a normal. It is certainly possible to make a choice so that the resulting proper prior wr*
(0)
succeeds in approximating the "uniformity" of a reference
improper prior wr(0)(e.g., when 0 is one-dimensional, taking
the normal standard deviation to be 1010 times the largest
imaginable value of 0). But then the posterior based on
wr*
(0) will also approximate the formal posterior that would
be obtained from wr(0).Although it is true that mathematically the posterior based on wr*(0)will be proper, computationally the two posteriors will behave in much the same
way, and thus any serious data analytical difficulties present
with the original posterior will remain with its modification.
One kind of difficulty that a diffuse proper prior fails
to avoid involves possible effects of prior domination, outlined in Section 4.2.2. A second involves improper posteriors. To be more specific about the latter, let us return to the
normal hierarchical model mentioned in Section 4.2.5 and
consider what might happen if we try to replace the prior
T) OC1/T (equivalently, a uniform prior on (,u, log T)),
wrQ(u,
which leads to an improper posterior, with a diffuse proper
prior. Suppose that we observe a small sample that produces a likelihood mildly peaked at the boundary T = 0,
providing modest information that T is small. We would
like to express our knowledge about T using the posterior,
but a ramification of impropriety is that we will be unable
to obtain an inference interval for T having 95% posterior
probability. Suppose that we try to get around this problem by using a diffuse proper prior, say a normal with large
variances on (,t, log T). Although that maneuver does create
a proper posterior, it is of no practical use in this situation,
because the posterior interval that we construct will be extremely sensitive to our choice of prior variance on log T;
we will find no range of variance values for which the location of our inference interval remains about the same.
This limited-data situation is not unrealistic and rare, but
rather quite common; in many hierarchical modeling problems there is not much information about certain secondstage variance parameters, which may be nearly zero. Thus
introducing diffuse proper priors on all unknown parameters can be dangerous in many frequently encountered settings.
On the other hand, as we said, it is often possible to
choose the spread in a proper prior to be suitably large
while still obtaining reasonable results. But, as we indicate
in the next section, this occurs when the improper prior
itself will provide satisfactory results even if it leads to
an improper posterior. Our point is that the introduction of
diffuse proper priors does not provide an automatic solution
to a serious problem:When difficulties with reference priors
arise for a particular model it should serve as a warning
about the likelihood function that care will be needed with
proper priors as well. As we have said, we consider this
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an important practical matter and thus do not accept facile
arguments implying that difficulties may be safely ignored
by using proper priors.
5.2

Reference Priors with Large Samples

A more positive side to the viewpoint articulated by Box
and Tiao (1973) appears when we consider what they called
"data-dominated"cases, which could also be called largesample cases; they occur when the posterior is dominated
by a peaked likelihood function. Box and Tiao emphasized
these situations, as did Jeffreys (in many places in his 1961
book, for example). Here the difficulties associated with reference priors will be greatly diminished, and results using
any of the various possible choices for them will not be
much different.
Let us carry this observation a step further by considering the case in which a reference prior leads to an improper
posterior yet it is not hard to find a suitable proper prior that
leads to sensible results. We return once again to the onedimensional normal hierarchical model discussed in Sections 4.2.2 and 5.1, for which the prior wrC(u,T) = T1 leads
to an improper posterior. If the sample size is reasonably
large and the data provide information that T is positive,
then the likelihood function will have a sharp peak away
from the boundary T = 0. In this situation, if one ignores a
region for T near the boundary, then the posterior becomes
integrable and well behaved; this amounts to substituting
for the improper prior a proper version obtained by truncation to a compact set. (The set becomes compact if we
also ignore very large values of T and both large and small
values of ,.) Alternatively, we could use a normal prior
on (,u,log T) that has very large variances. In principle, the
choice of compact set, or the choice of normal variances,
could be very influential on the results-as it would be in
the small-sample scenario discussed in Section 5.1. But in
this situation, in which the data provide a lot of information,
there would be much leeway in the choice: A 95% posterior probability interval for T would, for instance, be quite
stable for various alternative choices among these replacement priors. Furthermore, numerical procedures for posterior calculations to produce a 95% probability interval, for
example, would likely perform well with the original prior,
producing seemingly sensible results. Here the impropriety
of the posterior becomes a mere technicality that may be
ignored. We note that Jeffreys (1961, p. 212) also was not
worried when he discussed an improper posterior distribution for a median.
To summarize our viewpoint, we see a dichotomy between large-sample and small-sample problems. The discussion of "default" methods should be confined primarily
to problems of the former kind, whereas the latter require
much more serious attention, beyond what reference analysis can yield. In practice, it may not be immediately apparent whether a particular posterior is likely to be data
dominated. In such intermediate cases, well-chosen reference priors (leading to proper posteriors, for example) may
play an additional role by allowing a data analyst to obtain
preliminary results that would help determine whether the
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likelihoodis highlypeaked,andhow muchadditionaleffort
shouldbe expendedon gettinginferencesfrom a particular
model.
With this large-samplemotivationin mind,we note that
severalof the methodsthatwe discussedrely specificallyon
asymptotictheory.For example,Jeffreys'sgeneralrule and
its geometricalinterpretation,the Berger-Bernardorule,
coveragematchingmethods,and methodsbased on datatranslatedlikelihoods are all built from asymptoticarguments.Importantly,these all lead to Jeffreys'sgeneralrule
or some modificationof it. Thus we believe that Jeffreys's
generalrule, togetherwith its variants(suchas the BergerBernardorulefor parametersubsets),remainsan acceptable
standardor,to repeata phraseusedpreviously,it is "thedefault amongthe defaults."
5.3 Open Problems

If we regardJeffreys'sgeneralrule as a reasonablestandard,then two problemspresentthemselves:computation
of it and verificationthatit leads to a properposterior.For
somemodels,suchas the normalfamiliesmentionedin Section 1, it is not difficultto computethe priorof Jeffreys's
generalrule. But for others, such as in many nonnormal
hierarchicalmodels,it may not be clearhow the priormay
be efficientlycomputed.
Althoughwe have pointedout that resultsbased on improperposteriorsare sometimesquite sensible, they will
remainworrisomeunless the data analysthas good reason
to thinkthatthe posterioris datadominated(andawayfrom
troublesomeboundaries).Thus it would be very helpful to
know whetherJeffreys'sgeneralrule, andrelatedmethods,
lead to properposteriorsfor particularmodels.Some work
along these lines was cited in Section 4.2.5, but more general resultsare needed.
Finally,we come to the biggestissue:How is one to know
whethera particularposterioris data dominatedand thus
whether a reference analysis is acceptable?If this could
somehowbe determinedby followinga reasonablystraightforwardprocedure,thenBayesianstatisticalpracticewould
advancesubstantially.
One simpleidea is to use two alternativereferencemethods and check the resultsfor agreement.But this is at best
ratherindirect and, moreover,may be more informative
aboutthe two alternativepriorsthanaboutthe data.A useful partialanswer ought to involve asymptotics,because
we would be trying to determinewhetherthe sample size
is sufficientlylarge, and for this one might check whether
the posterioris approximatelynormalas suggestedby Kass
and Slate (1992, 1994). Once again, however,the latter
approachfails to directly assess how much the posterior
would change if an appropriateinformativeprior were to
replacethe referenceprior.The negativeresultsof Wasserman (1995) mentionedin Section 4.4 also indicatethe difficulty of this problem.Ultimately,there seems to be no
way aroundthe exercise of some subjectivejudgment;the
only completelyreliableway to assess the effect of using
an appropriateinformativeprior is to do so. Nonetheless,

we believe that this aspect of judgment may be improved
by statistical research and experience as are the many other
data analytic judgments that statistical scientists must make.
We hope that our classification, summary, and discussion
will help others better understand this diverse literature,
and that the outstanding problems that we have noted will
receive further examination.
[Received December 1993. Revised November 1995.]
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